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1986

CULTURE & COMICS
“For the rest of the comics industry, 1986 was the annus mirabilis, the point at which the
rest of the world started to afford the medium a little respect. Frank Miller’s Batman:
The Dark Knight Returns led the parade in the spring, with splashy Rolling
Stone and Spin articles.” Other comics were mentioned, “hip titles worth investigating,
including Alan Moore’s Swamp Thing … and Howard Chaykin’s American Flagg … but
nothing by Marvel.” From Marvel Comics: The Untold Story by Sean Howe, p 292

Y

es, 1986
was a bittersweet year.

The road to Hell is often paved with
good intentions. Neither Henri
Becquerel, nor Marie Sklodowska, nor
her husband, Pierre Curie could have
foreseen the consequences of their
discoveries of radioactivity (Marie
coined the word), of polonium or
radium. On 26th April 1986, near Pripyat
in the Ukraine, an accident at the nuclear
reactor at Chernobyl rapidly escalated to
become, so far, the largest nuclear
disaster in world history. The
radioactivity spread throughout Europe
and even today visitors to the area will
still find Geiger counters in use.
A few months before that in the USA,
on 28th January, the Space Shuttle
Challenger blew up shortly after launch,
killing all seven crew members. The
recyclable Shuttle was meant to replace
the one-use Saturn V which had taken
astronauts to the moon, but it was found
to require considerable maintenance
after its return and was finally taken out
of service in 2011.
People needed cheering up. The
movies that year provided some escapism
via Top Gun, Highlander, and Labyrinth,

but some of the standout movies of ’86
were not a bundle of laughs: Stand By Me
(where some kids go in search of a
corpse), Blue Velvet (what was he
sniffing?), and Sid & Nancy (well, Romeo
and Juliet both died…). But ex-Beatle
George Harrison’s HandMade Films gave
us Mona Lisa with Bob Hoskins, Cathy
Tyson, Michael Caine, and Robbie
Coltrane – what’s not to like?
Meanwhile on TV, The Fox
Broadcasting Company took on the big
US networks and became a major force.
A few interesting novels were
published in 1986. Stephen King’s It
continued the writer’s dominance of the
best-seller lists (did that guy ever sleep?).
Wild Cards by George RR Martin (What?
He did stuff before Game of Thrones?)
brought superheroes and villains to prose
novels. And Howl’s Moving Castle, the
novel by Diana Wynne Jones, would
eventually provide us with one of the
most acclaimed animated features ever.
Comics in the UK were having an
interesting time.
With Oink, IPC were trying to attract
a young audience which had become
used to Viz. It was not a runaway success,
but Charlie Brooker (now of Black
Mirror fame) remembers it fondly: he got

a script published there when he was
only 15.
Pat Mills’ Diceman was an interesting
attempt to capture some of the roleplay
market. It did not really catch on, but it
was important for another reason:
creator’s rights. Indeed, the issue of
creator’s rights and the related issue of
the return of original artwork were two
very dominant themes on both sides of
the Atlantic.
1986 is the year when definitions of
“British” and “American” become not at
all useful. Watchmen has input from
both British (Moore, Gibbons, Higgins)
and American (EC’s Joe Orlando)
creators. In later years, books like Killing
Joke, Happy, and lots of Millarworld
would be written and drawn anywhere
for publication everywhere. By way of a
reverse trajectory, Metalzoic by Mills and
O’Neill was reprinted in 2000AD, after
first appearing as a DC graphic novel.
Over at the other big UK publisher,
DC Thomson, the rivalry between their
Beano and Dandy was stepped up by
editors Morris Heggie and Euan Kerr. On
March 22nd, Gnasher went missing from
the Dennis the Menace strip. Even his
own strip inside the paper was replaced
by a strip featuring (gasp!) Walter’s
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poodle: Foo Foo’s Fairy Story! This
groundbreaking story was taken up by
the national media who for seven whole
weeks updated their readers with
developments. Eventually, Gnasher
returned – with one son and five
daughters! The son joined his father in a
new strip, Gnasher and Gnipper, and the
scoresheet stood at 15 – Luv to the
Beano.
Rising star, Grant Morrison was having
a busy year – with the 3 major publishers,
no less. For DC Thomson, he was still
writing for their Sci-Fi digest Starblazer.
For 2000AD he was producing fine
scripts for their Futureshocks. And for
Marvel UK he was producing Zoids
strips.
Andrew Moreton of Fantasy Advertiser
was not too keen on that last
development:
Comics companies “have opted to
become an extension of the toy
companies’ public relations departments
… It’s all Transformers, Zoids, Masters of
the Universe and the bloody Getalong
Gang. The quality or even the content
become unimportant when you’ve got
the name of the latest hyped-up toy all
over the shiny covers…”
But at least Grant was really good at
handling Sci-Fi concepts.
Strange things were happening in the
medium of newspaper strips in the USA.
Some cartoonists were making lots of
money: Charles Schultz, still plugging
along with Peanuts, is said to have earned
$55 million in 86/87. And yes, you read
that incredible number correctly. But
Schultz owned the rights to the strip and
no one else would write or draw it in 50
years.
Bill Griffith, one of the legends of
Underground Comix suddenly appeared
in newspapers with, of all characters,
Zippy the Pinhead! Were these comics
finally being treated seriously? Then, in
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The successes at the
revivified DC barely
need mentioning.
June’s Dark Knight
and September’s
Watchmen changed
comics forever and
gave way to
bookshops stocking
graphic novels.
an even more bizarre move, Bobby
London, of the Air Pirates Collective and
the Dirty Dick strip which ran in National
Lampoon and Playboy, was asked to
write Popeye. Could underground
cartoonists aspire to the Pulitzer Prize?
Well, they could aspire, but it didn’t
happen until 1992.
During an English ComicCon while
discussing the comics medium with
Frank Miller and Lynn Varley, I led them
into the dealers room to show them
Mickey Mouse Weekly and Eagle. The
beautiful full-colour photogravure
printing immediately appealed to them.
But when they found out that in the UK
we were printing comics like this since
1936…
“Look at this, Lyn,” Frank remarked.
“Two years before the debut of
Superman appeared on terrible pulp
paper with poor quality printing, the
British had these beautiful looking
comics. We have to do something about
this.” Fortunately, DC listened.

The successes at the revivified DC
barely need mentioning. June’s Dark
Knight and September’s Watchmen
changed comics forever and gave way to
bookshops stocking graphic novels. The
Blue Beetle who was one of the Charlton
Comics which inspired Watchmen got his
own DC comic for the first time. Batman
reached #400! Post-Crisis, the DC
Universe was redefined in the History of
the DC Universe. And there was both a
nostalgic look back at Superman in
Whatever Happened to the Man of
Tomorrow (yes, it’s by Alan Moore), and
a relaunch from Marvel defector John
Byrne in Man of Steel.
So, what was happening at Marvel? I’m
glad you asked…
Jim Shooter decided that 1986 was
Marvel’s 25th anniversary, ignoring some
of the titles which appeared before FF#1.
A few years later they would decide
Marvel was 75 years old, which at least
acknowledged the longevity of the
Human Torch and Sub-Mariner, but
anyway… Shooter decided that the best
way to celebrate an anniversary of the
Marvel Universe was to ignore it
completely and create a New Universe.
Sales were lacklustre and did not set the
world on fire.
A slightly better idea was decided at a
convention during a discussion between
Shooter and Stan Lee: Have Peter Parker
marry Mary Jane not just in the comic
books but also in the newspaper strip.
That would see fruit the following year.
The best Marvel Comic by far was The
‘Nam. Marvel had produced war comics
for decades, but this was serious as well
as entertaining. Sgt Fury’s Howling
Commandos were Marvel style
entertainment, but The ‘Nam’s portrayal
of the USA’s involvement in Vietnam
went away ahead of any comic since the
demise of Harvey Kurtzman’s war titles at
EC in the 1950s.

Then there was Marvel at the movies.
George Lucas, no less, was releasing
Howard the Duck. Just a few years
before, Stan was caught out by a college
crowd when it became clear that he had
not heard of Howard, but by now he gave
his full backing to this proper Hollywood
production. The budget was $37 million
with a promotion budget of $8 million.
What could possibly go wrong? Some
time after its release, it was referred to on
the popular TV show The Golden Girls
as “Howard the Turkey”. Its worldwide
takings were only $38 million. We were a
long way from Stan’s dream of an MCU.
The star of the movie was not really the
guy in a duck costume (CGI? What’s
that?), but the fabulous Lea Thomson.
She is probably better known for her role
in Back to the Future (1985), but the
Turkey did not stop her getting involved
with other comics characters: she was in
Tales from the Crypt (1989) and Dennis
the Menace (1993). (By a strange
coincidence both Hank Ketchum’s and
Davy Law’s Dennises debuted the same
week in 1951.) Comics fans should also
check out Ms Thomson in 1995’s TV
comedy Caroline in the City where she
portrays a newspaper cartoonist.
But the Turkey was not Marvel’s only
connection to Hollywood that year. By
November 1986, Marvel had been sold to
New World Pictures. New World had
grown out of Roger Corman’s film
company. Corman’s autobiography is
called How I Made a 100 Pictures and
Never Lost a Dime, so surely great things
were on the horizon?
After the purchase had been finalized,
Bob Rehme, the president of New World
announced to the vice president: “We
just bought Superman!”
“No,” the vice president corrected him,
“Superman is owned by Warner
Brothers. We bought Spider-Man.”
“But Cannon Pictures own the rights

... Back in the comics
world, Kirby was
still fighting for
the return of his
artwork, a dispute
which had dragged
on for years.
to Spider-Man movies! What have we
done?”
I’m not a great businessman, but I
would have thought that before spending
millions on a company, I would have
studied what they actually produced. But
what do I know?
New World did go on to make a
reasonable stab at The Punisher (1989),
they made a poor Captain America
(straight to video in 1990), and failed to
exhibit a Power pack pilot. But they did
do three Hulk movies, one of which
featured as a police artist none other than
Jack Kirby.
Back in the comics world, Kirby was
still fighting for the return of his artwork,
a dispute which had dragged on for years.
“The fact that 30,000 fans were pissed off
[at Marvel] didn’t mean anything,”
remarked Tom DeFalco. “Nobody wants
bad p.r. but the only people aware of the
press were the comic book people.”

mere 88 pages which was claimed to be
all the Kirby pages still in the Marvel
warehouse, Kirby received over 2000.
Still a fraction of all the pages he had
actually produced but a result
nonetheless.
The argument over rights issues and
royalty payments continued in the UK.
For 2000AD Prog 500, Brian Bolland and
Mike McMahon produced pages which
criticized the situation. Management’s
solution? Their pages were pulled. More
creators ended up working for America.
Halo Jones Book 3 was the last chapter
of this masterpiece to appear in IPC’s
comics, mainly over the publisher’s
failure to satisfactorily address the rights
issue. Alan wanted a stake in this story
and so, quite reasonably, wanted the
rights back. But IPC didn’t want Wagner
owning Dredd or Mills owning Slaine!
So, the 3 books of Halo are all we’ve got.
All? They are among the best comics ever
created.
In fact, Book 3 ties up the loose ends of
the story to that point. We have already
had hints of Halo’s future from the
lectures and writings of Dr Brunhauer in
Books 2 and 3. Like many a wonderful
relationship, our time with Halo was oh
so brief, so bittersweet. We just have to
remember that we once had Paris, or in
Halo’s case, the planet Charlemagne.
Alone on that planet, Halo turns to the
instrumentalist:
“Play it again, Yortlebluzzgubbly.”
And he did.
AUTHOR:
JOHN MCSHANE

During 1986, the simmering
resentment against Jim Shooter’s
autocratic rule which was stifling genuine
creativity finally boiled over. By April the
following year, Shooter had been
replaced by Tom DeFalco and he helped
resolve the Kirby dispute. Instead of the
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1986 - TEN COMICS

10
Adolescent Radioactive Black
Belt Hamsters
Written by Don Chin, illustrated by
Patrick Parsons and Chris Walker.
Publisher - Eclipse Comics (USA)
The original parody of a parody,
the first TMNT spoof comic,
ARBBH was the best of all that
followed in both the black and white
explosion of independent comics and
the TMNT parodies. Four hamsters
are sent up by NASA to destroy a
radioactive thingy in Earth's
atmosphere and come back to Earth
mutated into the ARBBH - Clint,
Chuck, Bruce, and Jackie. It was as
silly as it was meant to be and a hell
of a lot of fun.
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Captain America Annual #8
Written by Mark Gruenwald,
art by Mike Zeck, inks by John Beatty,
Jo Rubenstein.
Publisher - Marvel Comics
1986 wasn't the best of years for
valuable comics, but this one bears
mentioning as one of the most
valuable of the year. It’s the first time
Cap and Wolverine met (and fought,
obvs), plus the first appearance of
Tess-One and Overrider - this one
has a record sale of $3,000.

08
Dark Horse Presents 1
By Akira Toriyama
Publisher: serialised in Shonen Jump
1984-1995, collected volumes
published by ShueishCover by Chris
Warner, Black Cross by Chris Warner,
Concrete by Paul Chadwick, Mindwalk
by Randy Stradley, Brighter by Paul
Chadwick.
Publisher - Dark Horse Comics
(USA) (Japan)
The comic that launched a major
new comics company, one that
would go on to become the third
biggest in the US market. Launching
with the critically-acclaimed
Concrete, it would later include the
debuts of Frank Miller's Sin City and
John Byrne's Next Men. As for Dark
Horse, it would go on to launch the
hugely successful Aliens and
Predator comics franchises, Hellboy,
The Mask, excellent Euro comics in
Cheval Noir and the brilliance of the
complete Lone Wolf & Cub. All that
from this modest debut!

YOU HAVE TO OWN

07
Dark Knight Returns #1

By Frank Miller, Klaus Janson
Lynn Varley
Publisher – DC Comics (USA)
Between Watchmen and Dark
Knight Returns, superheroes got
reinvented in 1986. Miller’s 4-issue
series redefined Batman, taking a
retired 55-year-old Bruce Wayne and
bringing him back to a Gotham City
that’s turned into a dystopian
nightmare. It’s a masterpiece of
superhero comics and has informed so
much of the Batman we know today,
in both comics and movies.

06

05

Man Of Steel

Maus: A Survivor's Tale

By John Byrne, inks by Dick Giordano.
Publisher - DC Comics

By Art Spiegelman
Collected Edition published
by Pantheon (USA)

It was a year of reinvention at DC
Comics and Superman was no
exception. After the events of Crisis
on Infinite Earths, the DC Universe
went through a huge reboot in 1986,
with John Byrne's retelling and
reimagining of Superman's origin
here in the 6-issue limited series Man
of Steel being the biggest of them all.

First published in Raw in 1980, it was
the first Pantheon collection that
turned it into an unexpected publishing
phenomenon...

Spiegelman's biographical retelling
of his father's Holocaust experiences,
with the characters represented as
anthropomorphic animals, is an work
of major significance - a stunning,
multi-layered tale dealing with the
horrors of the Holocaust, identity,
racism, memory, and the relationship
between father and son. First
published in Raw in 1980, it was the
first Pantheon collection that turned
it into an unexpected publishing
phenomenon, eventually becoming
the first (and only) Pulitzer Prize
winning graphic novels. But in 1986,
it became, alongside Watchmen and
Dark Knight Returns, part of the
triumvirate that brought comics for
adults to the widespread attention of
the English speaking world. Or, as
the media liked to put it, ‘Pow, Bam,
Comics aren’t for kids anymore.’
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1986 - TEN COMICS

04
Mazing Man

Tintin and Alph-Art

By Stephen DeStefano and Bob Rozakis
Publisher - DC Comics

By Hergé.
Publisher - Casterman (Belgium)

A wonderful, delightful 12-issue series that deserves
much more attention - and a collection! See the article
elsewhere in this volume for more, but trust me, this is the
most fun you can have in comics, all from a little
superhero with a thrift store costume and a big, big heart.

Alph-Art was the final, unfinished, twenty-fourth
Tintin volume, published posthumously in 1986 and the
end of a series representing a magnificent example of the
greatness of the Ninth Art.
In Alph-Art, Tintin was to investigate a murder in
Brussels' modern art scene, but Hergé died before
completing the story, producing 150 pages of penciled
notes and sketches. Studios Hergé's Bob De Moor offered
to complete the work, but Hergé's widow Fanny decided
against it, instead publishing an edited collection from the
sketches and the transcript of Hergé's story. Not the
ending to the series we would have wished but, as Hergé's
biographer Benoît Peeters said, "it ends the series
admirably by leaving the last word to every reader's
imagination."
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02

01

Watchmen

What Happened To The Man Of Tomorrow

By Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons,
colours by John Higgins
Publisher - DC Comics

By Alan Moore, art by Curt Swan and
George Perez (Superman #423) and Curt Swan
and Kurt Schaffenberger. Covers by Curt Swan
and Murphy Anderson (Action Comics #583)
Publisher - DC Comics

Whilst Miller reinvented Batman, Alan Moore's
Watchmen reinvented superheroes as we know them. The
tale deconstructed superheroes over 12 issues in a
breathtaking storyline, all beginning with the murder of
an aging hero, The Comedian, and going on to tell the
complex tale of the end of the world and what one ex-hero
might do to save it from itself - Watchmen is rightly still
considered one of the greatest comics of all time.
Included as part of the 100 greatest English-language
novels (not graphic novels, NOVELS) by Time, the
simple shorthand for Watchmen is that it recreated
superhero comics for a modern age.

In the same year that he delivered the tonal future of
superhero comic books with Watchmen, Alan Moore also
wrote these two Superman comics, the final issues of both
series before the John Byrne reboot in coming in 1987.
Instead of a deconstructionist approach, Moore goes back
to the nostalgic mood of the imaginary stories, giving us a
heartfelt, sentimental farewell to the Superman he'd
known, illustrated so beautifully by Curt Swan in his last
major Superman work. As Moore says… “This is an
imaginary story… Aren’t they all?”

The tale deconstructed superheroes
over 12 issues in a breathtaking
storyline, all beginning with the murder
of an aging hero, The Comedian
THE HISTORY OF COMICS
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FAN PICS
TOBY REEVE
WITH WATCHMEN

DAVE GIBBONS
‘86 COMIC ART
CONVENTION

1986
THE DENTON
(ROCKY HORROR)
CONVENTION
COMICSCENE 1986
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COMIC
MUSEUM
Comic artefacts, memorabilia and fandom

T

he United Kingdom Comic Art
Convention (UKCAC) was the
annual comics convention at a
time when, well, there was pretty much
only was a single comic convention a year
in the UK.
A descendent of the original 1968 comic
convention, UKCAC was the most
successful con and ran from 1985-1998 –
it even spawned a ‘spin-off ’ convention,
Glasgow Comic Art Convention (199095).
The 1986 convention is, infamously,
remembered as the con where Alan
Moore was, in the wake of the
publication of Watchmen, mobbed
absolutely everywhere he went and,
afterwards, swore off subsequent
convention appearances. Looking back at
the who’s who of attendees you get a
glimpse at the array of comics talent in a
single space – Brian Bolland, John
Bolton, Chris Claremont, Alan Moore,
Dave Gibbons, Steve Dillon, Gil Kane,
Frank Miller, Grant Morrison, Kev
O’Neil, Gilbert Shelton, Bill Sienkiewicz,
Bryan Talbot and Barry Windsor-Smith
to name just a few of those attending!
UKCAC ’86 brought together a number
of those artists to create (for the first and
last time at a UKCAC – and presumably
any UK comics convention) a limited
edition portfolio of art. The idea was that
on the Saturday of the convention

sketches would be sought from all the
professional artists attending. These
sketches would be collated on a dozen
pages and, overnight, would be printed
off as the UKCAC86 portfolio. Only 600
to be printed and priced at £1.50 – lovely
souvenir of the weekend, what’s not to
love? Well the artists involved are
certainly to be loved – here’s the
complete rundown of who contributed
what to each page of the portfolio...
1. Dave Gibbons "Rorschach", Barry
Windsor-Smith "The Hulk",
Gilbert Shelton "Fat Freddy's Cat"
2. Mike Collins "Axel Pressbutton",
Kevin O'Neill "Metalzoic", Phil
Elliott "Gibley"
3. Brett Ewins "Johnny Nemo", Carl
Potts "Alien Legion", Gil Kane "Arak"
4. Bryan Talbot "Nemesis", Jim Baikie
"Electric Warrior", Cam Kennedy "
The Outsiders B.D. Ricken-Backer"
5. Frank Miller "Batman: The Dark
Knight Returns"
6. Brian Bolland / Richard Starkings
"The Joker - Smile!", John Bolton
"Ogre"
7. John Ridgway "The 6th Doctor
Who", Gary Kwapisz "Conan", Hunt
Emerson "Max Zillion", Al Davison
"The Astral Gypsy"

Donald "Felix and his Amazing
Under-pants" (Viz), Mark Farmer
"Kilowog"
9. Alan Davis "Batman", Myra Hancock
"Myra", Seth "Cityscape", Unknown
"Daredevil"
10. Graham Higgins "Retinal Burn", Bill
Sienkiewicz "Jason from Friday The
13th - as child, Thursday The 12th"
11. Glenn Fabry "Ukko", Unknown
"Mister X", David Lloyd "V for
Vendetta", Fox "Redfox", Alan Moore
"Maxwell The Magic Cat", John
Higgins "Zombie"
12. Ian Gibson "Halo Jones", Lew
Stringer "Brickman"
The original art was sold off at the
traditional end of con. auction on the
Sunday afternoon.
Needless to say copies of the portfolio are
well worth tracking down, and they do
still occasionally surface on ebay, but
they can be pricey - the last one I saw
sold for £200.
AUTHOR:
RICHARD SHEAF
Further resources. I blog every day
about British comics here
boysadventurecomics.blogspot.com/
I’m on Twitter @richardandsheaf

8. Eddie Campbell "Alec", Nigel
Kitching "The Silver Surfer", Chris
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RICHARD
O'BRIEN AT THE
DENTON

‘86 COMIC ART
CONVENTION
JOHN RIDGWAY
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‘86 COMIC ART
CONVENTION
JOHN RIDGWAY
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OINK!
It was riotous, ridiculous and rude. Whenever an issue made its way
into the playground it’d be met with uproarious laughter, friends
lapping up a decidedly different comic.

M

y mum might have thought it
silly, but I remember my
nanny giggling at a cover of
pigs floating in space, helmets on their
heads but their bare bottoms ‘moon’-ing
proudly.
A book detailing the comics of 1986 has
to include the funniest one ever created,
surely? At a time when the UK’s comics
industry was slowly declining a brave little
piggy pink publication came along as
publisher IPC’s attempt to reverse that
trend. Original, anarchic and with the aim
of returning the (pork) belly laughs to the
medium, Oink! was a bold move;
independently created with an eclectic
range of creator-owned content, they
were given free rein to produce what they
felt 80s kids wanted.
According to IPC Magazine's Youth
Group MD John Sanders at the time,
Oink! was a big deal. Back in the days of
fashion faux pas and sarcastic talking cars
television was suddenly direct
competition and traditional comics were
suffering as a result. Said John, “Up until
now publishers have relied on the custard
pie variety of humour. […] Children are
exposed to a great deal more today. Their
humour is a lot more sophisticated than it
was 25 years ago. It is a lot more
outrageous and the butt of their humour
has changed.”

This wasn’t lost on Mark Rodgers, one
of IPC’s most prolific writers on top
selling titles Buster, Whizzer and Chips
etc., but he had a bold idea. Interested was
renowned cartoonist Tony Husband,
known for his black humour in Private
Eye, who wasn’t working full-time in the
industry yet. Then on a chance visit to the
local library Mark saw Patrick Gallagher
(who’d later go on to write for Spitting
Image and win awards for a Shaun the
Sheep episode) working on comic strips
which seemed perfect fodder for their new
venture and the team was formed. Group

Pre-marketing hype
labelled its target
audience as
“precocious 8 to 13
year-olds” and it
wasn’t afraid to poke
fun at the comics
they’d been reading.

Editor of Humour Comics, Bob Paynter
came up with the name after seeing some
of the proposed content revolved around a
piggy theme. A revolution in humour
comics was born.
Mark, Patrick and Tony met over
several drinks, their immediate chemistry
setting into motion what would eventually
become Oink! Announced via a full-sized
free edition given away free in the
aforementioned IPC comics and Eagle, as
well as 4-page blockbuster adverts in
several others, from the offset it was clear
it was breaking away from the formulaic
titles saturating the market and which
forced too many restrictions on creators.
This was the reason Tony, Patrick and
Mark joined forces in the first place. They
were heading out on their own. Even the
glossy paper would set it apart from the
usual newsprint. Combined with Ian
Jackson’s remarkable artwork on the
preview’s cover, it was clear even before
reading it Oink! was determined to stand
out and grab the attention of piglets.
Pre-marketing hype labelled its target
audience as “precocious 8 to 13 year-olds”
and it wasn’t afraid to poke fun at the
comics they’d been reading. With Beano
and The Dandy celebrating their 50th
anniversaries, their characters were often
portrayed as pensioners struggling to keep
up with the kids of the day; the perfect
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metaphor for Oink! But it was all done
with love and never intended in any
malicious way.
As writer Graham Exton told me, “The
Beano parodies were just that: parodies.
Usually you parody stuff you admire,
otherwise it's called satire and there's a big
difference.” Worth noting, while
discussing a strip in which he included 18
fish puns, Graham also told me, “Puns are
like sniffing your own farts. You know that
it's wrong, but you do it anyway.”
While Oink! is often mislabelled as a
“children’s Viz” (the two titles shared
some cartoonists over the years) it was
actually inspired by Mad magazine.
Everything from Thomas the Tank Engine
(Sammy the Steam Train) and
Ghostbusters (Butcher Busters), to
RoboCop (RoboChop) and Transformers
(Transformoids and The Ham Formers)
was the target of fictional editor Uncle
Pigg and his assistants The Plops (they
were exactly what they sound like). No
one was safe and we loved it! Seeing our
favourites lampooned was always a thrill,
like a confirmation they were popular or
important enough for Oink! to deem
worthy to get its trotters into.
Our editor eventually retired to a
tropical island in the final issue with the
millions made from Oink!’s run. You know
those Instagram stars ‘The Swimming
Pigs’ in the Bahamas that tourists flock to
swim with? Just a coincidence, right?
Anyway, the loveable (to his readers,
whip-cracking to his cartoonists) Uncle
Pigg was the head honcho and, alongside
his critic nemesis Mary Lighthouse he was
the glue that held the seeming
randomness together.
What a choice of strips there was too!
There was a reason the first annual
included the tagline, “All New Stuff By
Britain’s Best”. Lost on me then, the list of
names attached is a who’s-who of creative
talent like no other, a lot of whom hadn’t
worked on children’s titles before and so
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This is only the tip of
the iceberg!
The ever-evolving
lineup included
veterans such as Tom
Paterson and John
Geering who’d take
the hand out of their
own work.

brought a fresh inventiveness.
Cartoonist Jeremy Banx (Punch)
created Burp the Smelly Alien and Mr Big
Nose, incredible illustrator J.T. Dogg
brought stunning colour work to Ham
Dare Pig of the Future and Street-Hogs,
The Fall band member and radio DJ Marc
Riley posed for photo stories as Snatcher
Sam and drew Harry the Head, David
Leach’s Psycho Gran is still going today in
her own publications and Aces Weekly,
Chris Sievey aka Frank Sidebottom wrote
and painstakingly coloured all his own
strips in felt tip pen and a teenager by the
name of Charlie Brooker landed his first
gig drawing The Adventures of Death!
(Whatever happened to him?)
This is only the tip of the iceberg! The
ever-evolving lineup included veterans
such as Tom Paterson and John Geering
who’d take the hand out of their own
work. John’s Tom’s Toe could morph his
appendage into anything imaginable, once
transforming it into a championship boxer
to see off a “stereotype Whizzer-andChips bully” to help out a “stereotype
Whizzer-and-Chips victim of a bully”.
A staple of British humour comics, Lew

Stringer’s big break came with Oink! and
his creations included Pete and his
Pimple, Tom Thug and Pigswilla, the
former two making the transition to
Buster after Oink! folded. In fact, Tom
lasted for several more years in that
publication, becoming one of its most
popular characters ever. Tom epitomised
how Oink! could be misconstrued by
some parental groups. A comic strip about
a school bully? What kind of example is
that? Actually, the best kind. Tom wasn’t
the hero (although someone should’ve
told the creators of the Oink! computer
game that) and his schemes would always
fail spectacularly. He even spent the first
ten issues just trying to tie his shoelace. An
accurate portrayal of such people, I think.
Any of these contributors’ creations
could be used as an example of this comic
and I haven’t even mentioned the likes of
Davy Francis, Ian Knox, Simon Thorpe,
Davey Jones, Kev F Sutherland, Steve
McGarry, Haldane and the ream of regular
and irregular talent. But surely no one
embodies Oink!’s personality more than
Ian Jackson. His tight, jagged lines were a
breath of fresh air and epitomised the bold
nature of the comic. The main artist for
Uncle Pigg, Mary Lighthouse and Percy
Plop, as well as the creator of that
plasticine marvel for The Oink! Book
1988’s cover, his unique style was the first
any readers of the comic ever saw and
immediately set it apart from the crowd.
Oink!'s Manchester offices were next to
the Happy Mondays' manager’s office and
writer and DJ Dave Haslam’s and the team
thought of themselves like a punk band
who just happened to produce a comic.
Ali Campbell (UB40), Ian Astbury (The
Cult), Marc Almond, John Peel (who
guest starred more than once) were
among the fans and this led to Frank
Sidebottom’s inclusion, which was perfect
marketing for the comic with Frank on
children’s TV all the time. Of course, the
fact his contributions to the comic

Of course, Patrick,
Tony and Mark went
on to create children’s
TV hit Round the
Bend, which was
Oink! in all but name

detailing his ‘celebrity lifestyle’ in
Timperley were genuinely funny also
helped! This punk band feel also spread to
the merchandise. Alongside the
obligatory fan club (Pig Pack) there were
t-shirts and a much sought after sweatshirt
(“Get sweaty! Get shirty! Get this sweaty
shirty!”) and even a record staring Frank
and Marc.
As with any good punk band, Oink!
famously fell foul of conservative critics
such as the real Mary Whitehouse and Ian
Paisley and a complaint was raised by a
couple of readers’ parents about one

particular strip. ‘Janice and John and the
Parachute Jump’ was set up like an oldfashioned children’s book story from
decades previous. However, in this one
Janice and John see their dad’s parachute
fail to open and he falls splat onto the two
young spectators, landing them all in
hospital. We see mummy “hide the
parachute before the ambulance arrives.
Mummy had sabotaged it earlier. See
mummy enjoy herself while her soppy
family are in hospital. Clever mummy!”
The complaint wasn’t upheld but it was
enough for WHSmith to move Oink! to
the top shelf.
The myth that this led to Oink!’s
cancellation is simply not true, the strip
was in issue seven and there were another
61 after it. Oink! averaged 100,000 sales
during those original fortnightly IPC
issues and the publishers were very happy.
Later in the run it was even included in a
speech in parliament when an MP read
out portions of Oink!’s spoof ‘Poll(y) Tax’
(for parrot owners) in an attack against
the actual poll tax.
After IPC sold their comics to Fleetway
the new publishers separated them all into
sales groups and when each group’s
combined sales didn’t meet muster every
title in it was canned. Oink! survived the
cull of its group but Fleetway wanted
more readers. Their intentions were good
and Oink! became weekly in an attempt to

double revenue but increased production
rates brought unavoidable content
changes. Sales declined and the audience
also changed, which resulted in it
morphing into a monthly for teen readers
and after only six such issues it all came to
an end. Their success led to many
copycats but they all failed to replicate the
uniqueness, the spirit and the hilarity of
Oink!
Of course, Patrick, Tony and Mark
went on to create children’s TV hit Round
the Bend, which was Oink! in all but
name. As a kid I remember it stood out
from all other kid’s shows; original,
surreal humour, filled with parodies and
had Doc Croc as the crocodile boss
surrounded by his rat sidekicks.
Unbelievably it’s direct lineage back to my
favourite comic didn’t click with me at the
time and it was only a couple of decades
later that I came to the realisation, though
in hindsight it’s so clearly an Oink! sequel.
Oink! went out on a high, never losing
that punk edge and testament to this is the
fact it’s so fondly remembered today by
pig pals. Even better, it’s being discovered
and enjoyed by new fans young and old
who are finding it just as hilarious today as
we did back in the 80s!
One of the frequent comments I hear
from those involved is that there were no
egos on Oink!, just a fantastic team
creating something unique and genuinely
funny. It’s original marketing included the
phrase, “A comic that’s actually funny!”
Given how many times I roared or took a
laughing fit when re-reading them in my
late 30s(!) to review them for The Oink!
Blog, I have to concur.
“Next time: Janice and John Go To The
Divorce Courts. See Daddy get well and
run off with a nurse!”
AUTHOR:
PHILIP BOYCE
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WATCHMEN
Cover star Sally Jupiter has been an anchor character in Watchmen, Beyond
Watchmen, Doomsday Clock and the TV series. In 1986 the comic, that
continues to be a bestseller, was launched.

F

irst there is Edward Blake, aka
The Comedian. A murderer,
rapist and a widely respected
national hero, the Comedian has
transformed the course of post-war US
history, preventing the Watergate
Scandal and helping to win the Vietnam
War. Then, there is a Rorschach, a
sinister masked vigilante with a troubled
past and an uncertain future. Then
there’s Dr Manhattan, once a scientist
now transformed into a blue allpowerful superhuman by a horrendous
accident. In 1960, his creation was
announced to an excited Cold War
world by a breathless announcer: “The
superman exists and he’s American.”
Then there is Adrian Veidt, a business
tycoon nicknamed “the smartest man on
the planet.” Known as Ozymandias, he is
the most liberal of the superheroes but
also has dark plans of his own. Then
there are the “good guys,” the Nite Owl
and the Silk Spectre.
These are just the principle stars of
the Watchmen, which over thirty years
after it was first created, remains a
pivotal defining moment in comics and
graphic novel history.
Origin Story
It is a story about many things but to
start with, it is a story about
superheroes. In the early 1980s, DC
Comics bought a line of established
Charlton Comics characters, dating back
to the 1940s. With British writer Alan
Moore already a rising star following his
successful revitalisation of the

Marvelman legend for Warrior, the
original idea was for Moore to create a
new darker story incorporating the
Charlton Heroes. Moore’s initial
proposal, ‘Who Killed the Peacemaker?’
did just that. In the end, however, it was
decided that Moore would only use the
Charlton Heroes as a loose template for
characters he would create himself. This
ultimately formed the basis for his and
Dave Gibbons’ Watchmen, one of the
most successful comic stories ever
produced. The sheer scale of Moore and
Gibbons’ ambition as it was revealed,
blew readers away.
Watchmen incorporated alternative
histories, Cold War politics, alternative
pirate comic narratives, visual puns and
a breath-taking magnitude of allusions
and references unseen in the medium
before, indeed too much to adequately
detail here.
Comics would never be the same
again.
Watching the Watchmen
With the comic such a hit, thoughts
inevitably turned to adapting the story
for the big screen. Former Monty
Python star, Terry Gilliam originally
planned to direct a Watchman film in
the 1980s. There was exciting talk of
Arnold Schwarzenegger going blue to
play Dr. Manhattan, the late Robin
Williams playing Rorschach, Richard
Gere dressing up as the Nite Owl and
Jamie Lee Curtis becoming the Silver
Spectre. Ultimately, however, the film

became just another unrealised Gilliam
project, after the Brazil director grew
unhappy with Sam Hamm’s script.
By the 21st century, comic book
adaptations were everywhere and while
Alan Moore was by now, incredibly
hostile to any adaptations of his work,
following the box office success of film
versions of From Hell, The League of
Extraordinary Gentlemen and V For
Vendetta, a Watchmen film directed by
Zack Snyder was greenlit for a 2009
release. Unlike the planned 1980s
version, the new film featured few big
star names (for example, Matthew
Goode played Ozymandias while Jeffery
Dean Morgan was the Comedian).
The results as with the V for Vendetta
film, were broadly successful, though
divided opinion. Many fans appreciated
the film’s cleverly constructed opening
title sequence, for example, and felt the
scenes detailing Jon Osterman’s (Billy
Crudup) first transformation into Dr
Manhattan were very well-handled.
For simplicity’s sake, an animated
adaptation of the comic Tales of the
Black Freighter was produced separately
as a DVD. For those who fancied it, it
was later incorporated into the events of
the film (as it is in the original
Watchmen), creating an extended three
and a half hour film as part of an
Ultimate Cut DVD.
Other elements pleased fans less,
however, and though perhaps the best of
the Alan Moore adaptations,
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commercially Watchman was a
disappointment.
One man in Northampton was
particularly displeased with the film.
Writer Alan Moore, by now, in a state of
total contempt for the machinations of
Hollywood, as before, asked for his
name to be removed from the film and
gave his fee to artist Dave Gibbons.
Moore is believed not to have seen the
film to this day.
Prequels and sequels
Despite Alan Moore’s continued
opposition, in the 21st century, a
number of comics have attempted to
develop the story of Watchmen further.
Starting in 2012, DCs Before Watchmen
ran for 37 issues and brought together a
number of writers and artists to detail
the back stories of nine Watchmen
characters. Alan Moore was again not
keen stating that: "if they said that ten
years ago, when I asked them for that,
then yeah it might have worked ... But
these days I don't want Watchmen back.
Certainly, I don't want it back under
those kinds of terms."
Original artist Dave Gibbons was
more positive, however, arguing: “The
original series of Watchmen is the
complete story that Alan Moore and I
wanted to tell. However, I appreciate
DC's reasons for this initiative and the
wish of the artists and writers involved
to pay tribute to our work. May these
new additions have the success they
desire.”
In 2013, Moore’s position on the
prequels hardened. "If people do want
to go out and buy these Watchmen
prequels, they would be doing me an
enormous favour if they would just stop
buying my other books,” he said. “I can't
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Since 2017, DC has
been running
Doomsday Clock,
a comic series which
serves as a direct
sequel to Watchmen
while incorporating
other characters from
the DC Universe.
do anything legal about Before
Watchmen so I'm going to try and guilt
tripping people into not buying it: I
would hope that you wouldn't want to
buy a book knowing that its author
actually had complete contempt for you.
So, I'm hoping that will be enough." In
the end, despite Moore’s hostility, the
venture was a moderate success for DC.
Since 2017, DC has been running
Doomsday Clock, a comic series which
serves as a direct sequel to Watchmen
while incorporating other characters
from the DC Universe. The comics form
part of the wider DC Rebirth campaign
and have been generally well received.
Nothing ever ends
In 2018, HBO announced that Damon
Lindelof, the man behind TV’s The
Leftovers had been commissioned to
write Watchmen TV series due out in
2019. The series will feature Regina
King, Tm Blake Nelson, Jeremy Irons
and Don Johnson.

It seems thirty years after the end of
the original comic ended, Watchman
continues to inspire writers and artists.
Whatever the hopes and wishes of
creator, Alan Moore, rightly or wrongly,
Watchmen may run for some time yet.
AUTHOR:
CHRIS HALLAM
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DICEMAN
It’s 1986 and you’re Pat Mills. You created 2000 AD in 1977 and have been responsible
for so many great characters and strips in the Galaxy’s Greatest Comic – Dredd, Nemesis,
Sláine, and ABC Warriors to name but four. You look around and see how huge
those Fighting Fantasy choose your own adventure books are and you're
looking to spin off a new comic from the pages of 2000 AD.

W

ell, there was no need for
Mills to roll the dice on this
one, he went straight ahead
and created five issues of something
brilliant, criminally overlooked, and full of
the best artists of the day. It brought
together 2000 AD, Mills’ unique
sensibilities, and the prevailing craze. It’s
time for comics to get interactive, for
sequential arts to meet role-playing
games. Grab your dice, we’re going to play
a game!
Now, you probably don't remember
Dice Man from back in the day, since it
was just a short five-issue run of comics
published bi-monthly that’s never been
collected. But it was the first proper 2000
AD spin-off comic, coming out before
Crisis, before Revolver, before the Judge
Dredd Megazine even. Sure, we’d had
Starlord as a sister comic of sorts, but that
was always designed as a separate thing,
with its own characters.
Dice Man was the creation of Pat Mills
and Kevin O'Neill (who had to leave the
series after just the first issue) and editor
Simon Geller. Having seen the spectacular
success of the Fighting Fantasy game
books by Steve Jackson and Ian
Livingston, Mills had decided that he
could develop and expand the gaming idea
into comics. It seems so obvious now, but
as with so many things, Mills had the
innovative idea first.
The whole choose your own adventure
book thing had been around for the last

decade, since the 1976 publication of
Edward Packard’s Adventures of You
series. But it wasn’t until 1982 and the
Fighting Fantasy series that it became a
massive craze. Frankly, to readers of a
certain age, just the mention the title of
the first book, Warlock of Firetop
Mountain, will trigger wistfully
reminiscences of days of total immersion
in the fantasy the books offered.
Those original CYOA books were all
about choices on the page – ‘There’s an
Ogre blocking your path, do you run (turn
to page 25) or fight (turn to page 26)’, that
sort of thing – but the Fighting Fantasy
took us further into the world of RPGs by
adding a dice element to it all. And it was
that aspect that Mills picked up and ran
with in Dice Man – it would be a whole
comic of stories combining the CYOA
page movements and the dice rolling of

But boy oh boy,
when you get to look at
them (and you
should), you’re going
to be impressed right
from the debut issue.

Fighting Fantasy, with each strip having its
own unique set of rules, catered to the
nature of the character and the story.
Looking back, when Pat Mills came
along with Dice Man featuring all the
game-playing of those Fighting Fantasy
books AND the likes of Judge Dredd,
Nemesis the Warlock, Torquemada,
Rogue Trooper, Sláine, and ABC Warriors
from 2000 AD, as well as the new Mills
creation The Diceman (weirdly, there’s no
space for the character despite the space
for the comic’s title), you would be right
to think this would have been something
really popular, really successful. I mean,
this was a polished black and white
magazine sized comic printing some
stunning artwork on its glossy pages from
a veritable who’s who of Brit comic talent,
featuring all your favourite 2000 AD
characters in their very own graphical
versions of the insanely popular Fighting
Fantasy series… it simply couldn’t fail,
could it?
Well yes, it could and it did fail.
Sadly, all we saw of it in the end was just
those five issues. But boy oh boy, when
you get to look at them (and you should),
you’re going to be impressed right from
the debut issue. The slick, glossy paper
was way better than the crappy newsprint
of 2000 AD at the time, meaning the art
shone through. And when you look at
those involved - Steve Dillon, Bryan
Talbot, Kevin O'Neill, David Lloyd, Nik
Williams, Mike Collins, Mark Farmer,
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Graham Manley, John Ridgway, and Hunt
Emerson – you can imagine just how
bloody good the whole comic looked.
Right from the front cover of issue one,
a typically stunning affair from Glenn
Fabry, Dice Man impressed. Inside there
were three tales, all around the 20 page
mark – way longer than your usual 2000
AD fare, that managed to work, rather
brilliantly, as both games and stories.
Across the series, Mills pretty much wrote
the entire comic, the only exceptions
being the one and only Dredd story in
issue one, written by TB Grover ( John
Wagner, possibly with Alan Grant) and
the Rogue Trooper story in issue five, with
story and gameplay by Simon Gellar. For
Mills it was simply a case of it being far
easier to come up with the story and then
adapt it to work in the game himself rather
than having to work with someone writing
the story and then he having to convert
someone else's tale to a game at a later
point.
These three stories in issue one, Judge
Dredd, Nemesis, and Sláine, really set a
high bar for everything to follow. You Are
Judge Dredd has a very well-crafted
haunted house spookfest, featuring Judge
Death and the Dark Judges and, doing
some beautifully atmospheric artwork
reminiscent of both his Luther Arkwright
sci-fi and his Nemesis gothic-infused
work, Bryan Talbot on the first of just five
Dredds he would ever do. It’s also quite a
shock to read/play a comic where you get
to see Dredd die on the page.
Following Dredd, Nemesis the Warlock
appears in The Torture Tube, with Kevin
O’Neill returning to the character that
made his name. It is absolutely everything
you would want and expect, with a highspeed dash in Nemesis’ Blitzspear
surrounded by all that magnificent Kev
O’Neill devilish detail. Finally, rounding
out the first issue, we got to see Sláine:
Cauldron of Blood. Incredibly, this is the
only time we’ve seen David Lloyd’s
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Mills created Dice
Man, Rick Fortune,
with artist Graham
Manley as a psychic
investigator in 1930s
America who used
a pair of stone dice
from Atlantis
(because why not?)
artwork in 2000 AD and, looking at his
Sláine, you really do start wondering just
how incredible seeing Lloyd’s
characteristic artwork on Dredd et al
would have been.
In future issues, we’d see more Sláine,
more Nemesis (and Torquemada), ABC
Warriors’ Hammerstein, and Rogue
Trooper from the pages of 2000 AD, but
we’d also see the first all-new strip, in issue
two, The Diceman. Mills created Dice
Man, Rick Fortune, with artist Graham
Manley as a psychic investigator in 1930s
America who used a pair of stone dice
from Atlantis (because why not?) for
anything and everything, from giving him
that little bit of extra luck to summoning
up various powers and magical thingies including the three-headed demon
Astragal. What we get is a little bit
Raymond Chandler’s Marlowe, a heavy
sprinkling of Indiana Jones adventuring,
and a dark dash of something Lovecraftian
to give us a punky noir pulp horror. It
might sound strange, but it actually works,
with Mills altering the gameplay
accordingly to take account of the spooky
goings on – it wasn’t enough to keep
Fortune from dying, you also needed to

keep his sanity score high to prevent him
going crazy.
And of course, in the final issue we got
to see something completely different,
You Are Ronald Reagan! by Pat Mills and
Hunt Emerson. This was a spot-on satire
of the doddering President, Mills’
invective pouring out in a screed pretty
much straight out of Spitting Image, with
Emerson’s artwork completely different
from anything we’d seen in Dice Man thus
far, as you’d expect from one of the
legends of Brit comics who can turn his
hand to seemingly anything, whether
that’s work for Beano, existential tales of
the perils of modern media through
Calculus Cat, adaptations of the likes of
DH Lawrence, Coleridge, or Dante, or the
rather explicit adventures of Firkin the cat.
The object of the game in You Are
Ronald Reagan was to keep the world
from being obliterated in nuclear
Armageddon, but the gameplay was
something completely different. In a
perfectly Mills-ian twist, you had to keep
an eye on the sanity score for old Ronnie
but here it was all about making sure the
sanity score didn’t veer into anything
approaching sane – otherwise Ronnie’s
Secret Service detail would spring into
action, assuming he’d been replaced by a
far saner enemy imposter instead. All of
which meant a couple of things - Mills got
to eviscerate Ronnie, Maggie, and
contemporary politics in one go AND you
got to play a weird game that you could
only win by making the most ridiculous
decisions. And of course, this being Mills'
game to play, pretty much anything you
did was going to end up, sooner or later,
with Ronnie's fingers on the button and
the world going up in a radioactive
mushroom cloud.
It was the You Are Ronald Reagan strip
that gave us an idea of just how flexible a
comic Dice Man had the potential to
become. Sure, it might feature 2000 AD
characters, but there was no end to what

Just looking at the first
ads for Dice Man,
proudly announcing
it as a ‘Fantasy Game
Special’ rather than
just issue one of a
series, seems to prove
the point.
else could appear there – the cutting
edge satire of Mills and Emerson’s
Ronnie strip could have been just the
start of something very different. Indeed,
that strip did lead to another Mills and
Emerson collaboration, just not in the
pages of Dice Man, as Titan Books
released You Are Maggie Thatcher: A
Dole-Playing Game in 1987. It could
easily have fitted into future Dice Man
issues, if only there had been any.
And that’s the real shame of Dice Man
– it’s just one big tale of potential
unfulfilled. It really was innovative,
spinning out of one idea and creating
something else entirely, combining all
the interactive excitement of game books
and RPGs with the thrilling visuals from
the best UK comic artists of the time.
When you look back at the five issues
of Dice Man, it’s so obvious how much of
himself Mills was putting into the comic.
The work involved to write virtually
every strip in the comic whilst making
sure that the inventive gameplay, adapted
to each strip, worked and entertained,
plus essentially having to put it all
together in the end would have been a
huge amount of work. It got so many

things right – the quality of the
production was undeniable, the quality
of the work the artists put into the comic
was clear to see right there on every
page.
As for why it failed, well, there are
many reasons you can cite. It could well
have been the really expensive cover
price of £1.45 (remember, this was 1986
when 2000 AD cost just 24p). Or maybe
it was the bi-monthly publishing
schedule and the fact that each issue was
marketed more as a one-off special than
an ongoing comic. That's certainly what
came out of Thrill Power Overload,
David Bishop's fascinating history of
2000 AD book. In there, he quotes
managing Editor Gil Page as saying "The
trade viewed it as a series of one-shots,
instead of treating it like any regular
publication. There was no loyalty so it
wasn't a major success." Just looking at
the first ads for Dice Man, proudly
announcing it as a ‘Fantasy Game
Special’ rather than just issue one of a
series, seems to prove the point.
Mills, with characteristic candour, has
said that "the publishers at the time were
crap, they weren't supportive and they

didn't care."
But no matter what the reasons, the
fact is that it did fail. All we got were
those five issues of Dice Man in 1986.
However, if it was a failure, it was a
wonderfully made, fabulously inventive
failure that really deserves a reprint
sometime soon. It’s an important part of
2000 AD’s history and a great example of
the white-hot creativity shown by Pat
Mills.
As far as seeing the Dice Man stories
today, there's no definitive collection and
a few of the 2000 AD strips, Nemesis,
Sláine, have appeared in various
collections of those titles. But until
Rebellion or perhaps the Treasury of
British Comics dive into the archives, roll
a 6, and come out with the complete
Dice Man, you're going to be hitting eBay
or the second-hand ads to see what all
this was about.
AUTHOR:
RICHARD BRUTON
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ROBOT
WARS

The strange story of Metalzoic

I

n August 1986, anyone who had a
regular order for the long-running
science-fiction comic 2000AD
would have been in for the shock of their
lives. As they eagerly picked up Prog 485,
they would have been confronted by one
of the most distinctive 2000AD covers in
the comic’s long history. PUMPING
IRON: BRAWN TO BE WILD! shouted
the words on the top line. But it wasn’t the
punning that grabbed the readers’
attention - there was already plenty of that
in Whizzer and Chips, after all. No, it was
the central, boxy beautifully illustrated
image of a gargantuan, menacing and
seemingly unhinged robot lumbering
towards them which immediately grabbed
and held the reader’s attention. The robot’s
name was Armageddon. The artist was
Kevin O’Neill. The story was Metalzoic,
then on the third of ten episodes, scripted
by 2000AD founding father, Pat Mills. Yet
it is the words spoken by the runaway
robot which linger most in the memory: “I
OPERATED ON MY OWN BRAIN!”
It could have been so different. Shortly
before, the comic went to press, 2000AD’s
Deputy Editor, Simon Geller spotted on a
typo on the colour proof of the cover. It
actually read: “I OPERATED ON MY
OWN BRIAN!” Geller acted quickly and
got the immortal words changed. He later
regretted it. “After it had gone to press, we
suddenly realised the first version was

much funnier,” he recalled “But it was too
late.”
This is the story of Metalzoic, a DC
graphic novel and a 2000AD story about
giant self-aware, battling robots and one of
the most unusual creations from the
hugely talented Pat Mills and Kevin
O’Neill dream team.

Big jobs
Like the robots of the Metalzoic era
itself, the story of Metalzoic underwent a
dramatic process of evolution.
In 1978, Pat Mills had created RoBusters, for 2000AD’s short-lived sister
title, Starlord. Supremely unimpressed by
the idea managing editor, Bob
Bartholomew, had given him to create a
story based around an international rescue
organisation formed by a band of World
War II veterans who had developed
superpowers, Mills made some changes. In
Mills’ hands, the story was completely
transformed the strip into one about a
rough-shod organisation of unwanted
working-class robots who formed a
Thunderbirds-type group in the year 2078.
Bob hated the idea, but the readers came
to love it. Artists Carlos Pino and Kevin
O’Neill helped him develop it. With the
probable exception of Wagner and
Ezquerra’s Strontium Dog, Ro-Busters was
the strongest entry in the new Starlord’s
line-up. Characters such as Ro-Jaws and

Hammerstein, along with the idiotic
destruction droid, Mek-Quake (“BIG
JOBS! BIG JOBS!”) would prove enduring
characters for many years. Ro-Busters
were go!

From Mekomania
to Metalzoic
Sadly, Mills lost interest in Ro-Busters
quickly. He had planned the strip with the
expectation that Starlord was going to be
produced in a high quality, monthly format
as originally intended. When this idea was
abandoned before the launch of issue 1
(probably effectively dooming Starlord
before it had even started), Mills found he
was unable to produce the story he really
wanted. After some success producing the
well-received Ro-Busters story, Terra
Meks, Mills set his sights on a new, exciting
and highly ambitious project: Mekomania,
an epic robot history of the future. Each
instalment was to be drawn by a different
and talented 2000AD artist.
Episode one was ‘George’ a story about
a robot who falls in love with a scientist,
drawn by Brian Bolland. Episode Two was
‘Triumph of the Robots’ (Dave Gibbons),
followed by ‘Goldrod’, a detective story
(drawn by Robohunter’s Ian Gibson) and
then a war story, ‘Grille’ (Mike McMahon).
The final part, ‘Armageddon’ was
illustrated by Kevin O’Neill.
Excitingly, all of these stories were
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actually produced by both writer and
artist, although Mills no longer had them
himself. Sadly, he was reluctantly forced to
abandon the idea when he couldn’t find a
publisher: he had hoped the book might
be published as a French graphic novel.
Ever resourceful, he channelled many of
the ideas into episodes of his later stories,
ABC Warriors and Marshal Law. But most
of his remaining ideas went into a new
project: Metalzoic.

Heavy metal
In the mid-1980s, with comics coming to
be seen as increasingly fashionable, Pat
Mills and Kevin O’Neill were approached
by DC to contribute to a new series of
science-fiction themed graphic novels.
“I’d been doing a few Green Lantern
short stories and fillers,” Kevin O’Neill
recalled later. “They asked me to put in a
proposal for something. Pat and I sent
them Metalzoic.”
Mills had originally seen Metalzoic as a
possible follow-up to the two experimental
Comic Rock stories which had served as a
preview to Nemesis the Warlock in
2000AD in 1980. O’Neill persuaded him to
resist relinquishing copyright on the story
to 2000AD publishers, IPC. Now with US
publishers actively engaged in a hunt to
pick out the best of British comic talent, it
seemed possible this tactic might bear
fruit.
The name ‘Metalzoic’ is a pun on
Mesozoic, a historic era which saw Earth
fall under the reign of the dinosaurs
(‘Metalzoic’ thus rhymes with ‘petal-goick’ rather than ‘petal-go-oik’). In the
story, Earth has succumbed to a new
‘Metalzoic era’ in the distant future with
much of humanity having abandoned their
home planet after the collapse of its
magnetic field led it to be bombarded with
cosmic rays. In humanity’s absence, robots
rule. These are evolved robots, many of
which have taken on the characteristics of
the now largely extinct human and animals
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which once inhabited the Earth. The cast
of Metalzoic is thus often an odd fusion of
technology and the natural world.
A central character is Armageddon, a
brutal and psychotic gorilla robot leader
who has (as may have already been
mentioned) operated on his own brain to
remove any more delicate emotions which
might prevent him achieving his own
ambitions. The story centres around his
quest and his struggle against the
legendary God Beast, Amok. On the way
we encounter a variety of bizarre plant
species (the Traffids), the Polarisaurs, the
shark-like descendants of human-made
submarines which live underwater far
beneath the world’s poles, the Lococonstrictors, enormous snake-robots
which seem to have evolved from trains as
well as the dwindling remnants of Earth’s
no longer dominant human population. It’s
a strange world.
“The DC deal seemed so good back
then,” O’Neill recalled later. “You got
artwork back, you got royalties over a
certain figure, all of that. But what looked
good to a 2000AD contributor back then
makes for dismal reading today. The
contract was completely punitive. DC
would have treated us very well if it had
done well. But the reality was they got
copyright and it didn’t do well.”
Overshadowed by the huge critical
acclaim which descended onto groundbreaking graphic novels such as Moore and
Gibbons’ Watchmen and Frank Miler’s The
Dark Knight Returns, Metalzoic and the
other volumes in its DC Graphic Novel
series (such as Star Raiders and The
Hunger Dogs) were overlooked.
Disappointed, Mills and O’Neill
attempted to take another look at 2000AD.

Robohunted
Editor Steve MacManus and his deputy,
Simon Geller took a practical view.
“We were short of stuff and Metalzoic
solved the problem of what could fill a slot

for ten weeks,” Steve said later. “Also, it
was a nice idea, off-beat, Simon and I quite
liked it.”
Having seen his artwork colourised for
the colour-fixated US comics market.
O’Neill was pleased to see his frequently
spectacular visuals restored to black and
white. Despite this, he was also pleased
with the four full colour covers he
produced for the strip. “My covers for
Metalzoic were amongst the best I ever did
for 2000AD,” he declared later.
The early to mid-1980s are often seen as
a very stable period in 2000AD’s history.
After an initially rocky first few years after
1977 in which most of the comic’s opening
line-up of stories including Flesh, Harlem
Heroes and even the newly revived Dan
Dare were jettisoned as the comic
underwent a number of facelifts as it
merged with Starlord and Tornado, by
1980, under MacManus, its third editor,
things had settled down a bit. The comic
adopted a new logo that year and with
Judge Dredd’s appearance and persona,
like the comic itself now firmly established,
the comic began to settle on a winning
line-up, mostly based around far-flung
futuristic fantasy scenarios rather than
‘near future’ settings of many of its early
stories which would see it through a good
part of the decade.
When Metalzoic started in 1986, it
appeared alongside Judge Dredd and
Strontium Dog. both of which had been in
the comic since the 1970s and Nemesis the
Warlock and Ace Trucking Company, both
of which had been present, on and off
since 1981. It’s a bit of an exaggeration to
say a reader returning to the comic after a
five-year hiatus would not have noticed
any difference, but not much. Editor Steve
MacManus was still in post. The logo
(‘2000AD, Featuring Judge Dredd’) hadn’t
changed either. Rogue Trooper (1981),
Slaine (1983) and Robohunter (1978) had
all been popular, recurrent favourites,
during this period. Robohunter had

actually stopped in 1985 but the returning
Slaine would replace Metalzoic after it
completed its ten-issue run.
This wasn’t a period of stagnation,
however: far from it. For many readers,
the first half of the 1980s is widely
remembered as a golden age. 2000AD had
hit upon a winning formula: stories like
Rogue Trooper and Strontium Dog
endured precisely because they were
popular ratings successes.
At any rate, a bit of stability was
certainly not a bad thing. 2000AD has
never been a very easy comic to get into.
For example, any first time reader
witnessing Metalzoic’s 2000AD debut in
Prog 483 for the first time (perhaps
attracted by the fact that issue was sold in a
clear bag alongside a special ‘not to be sold
separately’ edition of issue 7 of the zany
pig-themed Oink!) would probably have
struggled to get into Metalzoic: it was not a
very accessible story. But at least they
could comfort themselves they were
joining the story from the start. Elsewhere,
Judge Dredd was engaged in the second
and final part of The Urge, Nemesis was on
the second part of Book Six
(Torquemurder) while even the whacky
one-page time travel comedy strip, Sooner
or Later was on episode 16. Ace Trucking
Co., meanwhile, was on episode 9 of The
Garpetbaggers. Even if readers did become
involved at this very late stage, it was in
fact the last ever Ace Garp story to ever
run in 2000AD. The story Rage (Part 15) in
Strontium Dog was similarly well
advanced. It was at any rate based solely
around its hero, Johnny Alpha seeking
vengeance for the murder of his longstanding friend, Wulf Sternhammer: a
character no new readers would have
known or had any reason to care about
anyway.
The effect was disorientating like
switching channels and joining a variety of
different TV shows for a few minutes at a
time from the half-way point. There were

A year after
Metalzoic’s ten-issue
run, the comic would
already be starting to
look very different,
alternatives, of course. Readers could
switch to Oink! where stories like Weedy
Willie, Roger Rental, Tom Thug, New
Wave Dave and Horace Ugly Face Watkins
did not rely on a comprehensive
knowledge of their back story. Or readers
could go with the flow with 2000AD,
perhaps holding out for a special issue like
Prog 500 or the tenth anniversary Prog
520, where most, if not all storylines
reached their conclusions and a brand new
line-up would start from scratch.
For times were changing at 2000AD.
Within a year, deputy editor Simon Geller
(privately frustrated at not being able to
write more stories himself ) would have
jumped ship, as would editor, Steve
MacManus, who would be replaced by
Richard Burton (not that one). A year after
Metalzoic’s ten-issue run, the comic would
already be starting to look very different,
printed on posher, better quality paper
and featuring, perhaps more mature,
intelligent stories like Zenith and Bad
Company, from talents like Grant
Morrison and Peter Milligan, already
starting to make themselves felt as a
presence at the time Metalzoic ran. Two
years on, by 1988, the comic had been
utterly transformed with a new squarer
logo, shinier paper and a darker moodier
feel. This was the age where ‘comics grew
up,’ the age of Deadline, Crisis and later,
Revolver. It was an exciting time,
undoubtedly leading to some glorious

output: the aforementioned Zenith and
Bad Company, Indigo Prime and radical
rethinks of long running existing strips like
Dredd, Rogue Trooper, Sláine and
Strontium Dog. On the downside, this
new direction would arguably lead to
2000AD down a path which would
ultimately come to alienate so many
readers in the 1990s.

Robo capers
Where does Metalzoic fit into all this?
Robots were, after all, everywhere in
1986. The Transformers and Zoids toy
crazes were close to their peak and Short
Circuit was playing at the cinema. But
these were for younger readers. Mills and
O'Neill’s strip was clearly of a different
mettle.
In truth, bearing in mind, both Pat Mills
and Kevin O'Neill’s incredibly impressive
record of success during these years,
Metalzoic can only be seen as quite a
minor work compared to the likes of
Slaine, the ABC Warriors and Nemesis the
Warlock. Even Mills himself had described
the story of Metalzoic as ‘bizarre.’
Yet, as with Nemesis the Warlock, it
does do an excellent job of displaying Mills
and O’Neill’s immense talent for
transporting the reader to an alien world
thoroughly and completely detached from
our own everyday Earthly late 20th/early
21st century human existence. While the
story may seem obscure and strange, the
clever crossover between science and
technology is often ingenious. Plus, as a
showcase for the extraordinary artistic
talent of Kevin O’Neill it is difficult to beat.
And, for this alone, this oftenoverlooked offering from 1980s comic
history, is undoubtedly well worth seeking
out.
AUTHOR:
CHRIS HALLAM
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'MAZING
MAN

Stephen DeStefano and Bob Rozakis’ ‘Mazing Man may have only existed in
comics for 15 issues published between 1986 and 1990 (in 12 regular issues and
three Specials), but it’s a comic series that’s still beloved amongst its many fans.

T

he seemingly inconsequential
tales of a funny looking
comedy superhero in a
ridiculous costume was a breath of fresh
air for us readers, who delighted in this
quiet, unassuming masterpiece of grownup comedy, mixing ridiculous slapstick,
clever dialogue, and gentle, character-led
humour with a soap opera format of
relationships and friendships.
It’s one of those comics that built a
passionate following, including a certain
Frank Miller, who contributed the Dark
Knight Returns art for the final issue’s
cover – fitting for a comic that’s every bit
as good, in a very different way, as
Miller’s series and is up there with the
very best published this year.
Basically, 'Mazing Man was a little hero
with a big heart who was all about
making the world a better place, one
person at a time. There were no
supervillains, no world-changing events,
just that sort of low-key, everyday
heroism that comes from being the best
person you can be, helping others out,
being kind and caring, being a good
friend. That was the essence of ‘Mazing
Man, dressed in his cobbled together
costume and dumpster found helmet the local eccentric with a heart of gold
who just happened to dress up like a
superhero.
"In this crazy world we all need a
friend like 'Mazing Man."
"DC. We've made comics fun again."
Those were the two tag lines DC ran
on its ads for ‘Mazing Man. The first is
absolutely spot-on, and only gets more so

as the world gets crazier and crazier in
the years since ‘Mazing Man was first
published. And as for the ‘We’ve made
comics fun again,’ line, they certainly did
with ‘Mazing Man - never has there been
a book more deserving of being
described as pure, unadulterated fun.
Created by Stephen DeStefano and
Bob Rozakis, ‘Mazing Man came about
thanks to Rozakis’ job as 'Answer Man' at
DC Comics, the guy who answered
various bits of fan mail. One of those
letter writers happened to be a young
Stephen DeStefano. Obviously a talented
artist, Rozakis encouraged him to submit
work, leading to a few DC Comics gigs.
According to ‘Mazing Man issue #1’s
editorial from Alan Gold, Rozakis was
particular taken by one of DeStefano’s
ideas - "a four-foot tall hero and a talking,
funnybook-writing dog." The pair
worked the idea up and came out the
other side with what would become

‘Mazing Man told the
simple yet wonderful,
slice-of-life tales of the
life and adventures of
one Sigfried Horatio
Hunch III.

‘Mazing Man.
Gold goes on to describe 'Mazing Man
as "a superior sit-com with a tight
ensemble of players." And that’s exactly
right, ‘Mazing Man really was that rarest
of things in comics, a delightful, funpacked, cleverly written, wonderfully
drawn sit-com.
Rozakis and DeStefano, along with
inkers Karl Kesel, Bob Smith, Gary
Martin, and Craig Boldman, crafted
stories where the actual plots don’t
matter all that much, it’s the manner in
which they’re done that makes this comic
such a joy, whether that’s seeing the gang
throw a party, get a new car, have a day
out at the ball game, or a night out at the
local bar. It all falls into that classic sitcom template where the characters and
their interactions are what makes it work.
But crucially, just as with the very best
sit-coms, ‘Mazing Man can switch things
up, going from rip-roaring ridiculous
comedy to poignant, sentimental, even
heart-breakingly real.
‘Mazing Man told the simple yet
wonderful, slice-of-life tales of the life
and adventures of one Sigfried Horatio
Hunch III. Dressed in his thrift shop
ensemble costume with those polka-dot
boxer shorts, huge yellow cape, and
oversized winged yellow helmet with the
big ‘M’ fixed to it, this was a strange little
hero indeed. His origin story alone is a
magnificent piece of silliness, all done in
just a single page in 1987’s Secret Origins
#16. There’s no radioactive spiders or
rocket to Earth from a doomed world –
just a helmet found in a dumpster. That’s
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all it took to transform this little man into
‘Mazing Man, better known as Maze to
his friends – and as readers, we were all
his friends.
Depending on who you were in his
Queen’s neighbourhood, Maze was either
a cute eccentric in a costume trying to
help people or the local nutjob. But, true
hero that he was, Maze he didn’t care
what people thought, he just got on with
what he knew he had to do, whether that
was stopping kids eating cigarette butts,
rescuing stray dogs who've got their
snouts trapped in a tin can, or helping the
local drunk to get home.
Aside from Maze, you have a great sitcom cast, beginning with Maze’s best
friend, Denton Fixx; comic writer at BC
Comics, neurotic, prone to writer’s
block, and who met Maze when they
were on the psych ward together. Oh,
and he also happens to have a dog’s head
– for absolutely no reason at all other
than the fact that DeStefano decided
that’s how it would be and it’s funny. We
get to see Denton’s comic writing as the
comic within a comic, ‘The Very Fun
Adventures of Zoot Sputnik and His
Friends,’ which comes into its own as the
back-up strip from issue #7, with art from
the great Fred Hembeck. As for the rest
of the sit-com cast, you have Guido
Antonio Garibaldi, who suffers from the
awful condition of ‘terminal macho’,
there’s Denton's step-sister K.P., and
Brenda & Eddie Valentine (and yes, Billy
Joel fans, they’re the popular steadies of
the song, albeit with a happier ending).
The whole 12-issue run is a particular
treat, but it’s simple to summarise just
why it’s so good, so inventive, so funny,
and so clever, by using a trio of
wonderful examples of what makes the
series work so well.
Firstly, issue one establishes
everything so quickly through skillful,
succinct storytelling, something Rozakis
does incredibly well, taking a page or two
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...we see Maze’s first
big act of heroism saving a kid from being
run down by a truck.
He’ll never manage to
do anything that
heroic again but that’s
the point,...
to get over everything necessary,
something other writers might not
manage with an entire issue. Similarly,
DeStefano’s artwork is perfect for the
themes and tone of the comic, light,
playful, full of inventive styles yet never
losing any of the essential storytelling
that means the comic reads so incredibly
well.
‘Mazing Man issue #1 opens with
Denton and Maze doing the walk and
talk, Denton trying to explain that maybe
Maze should tone things down and stop
being the ‘neighbourhood looney-toon’
running around doing good deeds. This
leads to the first switch up, with Rozakis
going from comedy to poignant, heartfelt
moment, letting us see Maze’s
motivations for doing what he does.
"Maze, I don't want to hurt your
feelings! But -- I worry... I care... don't
you know they all laugh at you? Don't
you know they don't like you?"
"Oh, Denton... I know they laugh. I
know I must look silly. And if they don't
Like me, well, that's okay. I like them! I
do what I do because... It's my job... I
have to do it."
Finally, for this perfectly constructed
first 11 page story, we see Maze’s first big

act of heroism - saving a kid from being
run down by a truck. He’ll never manage
to do anything that heroic again, but
that’s the point, as we’ll spend the next 11
issues seeing that heroism doesn’t have to
be the big thing, it can be all about being
the best friend, being the best person you
can possibly be, just to make the world
that little bit better.
Issue #5, ‘Writer’s Block’, is another
wonderful example of the creativity on
display here, with poor Denton trying
and failing to beat the dreaded block. His
frustration isn’t helped at all by the
procession of friends pitching their
(terrible) ideas for a comic story. The
beauty of the issue is that each tale plays
in a different genre of comics, each one
done by a different legend of comics. We
have K.P.’s romance tale illustrated by the
amazing Jose Luis Garcia Lopez and
Guido’s action-packed spy thriller drawn
by Denys Cowan and Dick Giordano.
Maze’s story is the one to make you go
awwww, wonderfully illustrated by Kurt
Schaffenberger, one of the great
Superman artists, but it’s Eddie’s horror
yarn, complete with EC Comics legend
Joe Orlando on art duties, that’s the
highlight. This was the 'Mazing Man issue
published without the Comics Code
Authority approval, all because of just
how well Orlando did the hordes of
undead and monsters.
And finally in this trio of moments
amongst 12 issues of greatness, there’s
the back-up story in issue #6, where
Rozakis tells us ‘Brenda’s Story’, a raw,
emotional short of Brenda contemplating
an affair with a new, attentive colleague
at work. The switch in tone is so well
done, the contrasting of Brenda’s life with
Eddie, dull, complacent, tired with the
excitement of something possibly new so
real and affecting. It works beautifully
because it’s a complete switch from the
comedy we’ve seen thus far, reminding us
that these character we love are more

But then again, given
the way things went in
the '90s, we were
damn lucky someone
didn't get hold of
Maze and sully the
character,...

than simple gags. It’s an old trick of sitcom writing and one done incredibly
well here.
In truth, despite being able to pick out
those three perfect exemplar moments,
the true brilliance of ‘Mazing Man is
found in its cumulative effect. In the end,
you can’t help but adore this comic. But
sadly, we only had the 12 issues to adore,
as we bade a fond farewell to Maze with
the final issue, complete with that
famous Frank Miller & DeStefano cover.
Except it wasn't the end, not quite, as
fans got to enjoy three Specials in 1987,
1988, and 1990. Although these were
great comics in themselves, they never
really managed to capture the
momentum and simple everyday delights
of the series. The first Special comes
closest to capturing the best of the series,
with the dual storyline of BC Comics
under new ownership and the classic
stressed out dad-to-be slapstick as
Brenda and Eddie get to the final stages
of her pregnancy, all playing out whilst
Maze has gone missing. After that, the
second and third Specials, as funny
though they most definitely are, are more

gag-driven affairs, with DeStefano's art
being inked by a number of guest stars
across short little chapters - Karl Kesel,
Craig Boldman, Steve Leialoha, and
Trina Robbins in the 1988 Winter Special
and Mark Badger, Kyle Baker, Paul
Fricke, Chad Grothkopf, Ty Templeton,
and an on the cusp of megastardom Todd
McFarlane in the 1989 Special.
Since 1990, there’s been a couple of
minor, pointless appearances, but the
entire 'Mazing Man saga can be found in
those 12 monthly issues and three
Specials, along with that single page
origin tale in Secret Origins #16 and a
single page in a Comic Buyers Guide of
the time.
On one hand, that’s a terrible shame,
that something so wonderfully
whimsical, so full of warmth and gentle
humour, burned so beautifully bright for
so short a time. But then again, given the
way things went in the '90s, we were
damn lucky someone didn't get hold of
Maze and sully the character, deciding
that 'Everything you know about the
Maze is wrong!' or some such nonsense.
Instead, we have what is as near a

perfect run of comics as you’re likely to
find. Thanks to Stephen DeStefano, Bob
Rozakis, and everyone involved in the
making of ‘Mazing Man, there’s a
generation of fans of this little guy,
dressed in his cobbled together costume,
who remember so fondly these simple
soap opera tales that made your heart fill
up with just how wonderful it was to
spend time in the company of Maze and
friends.
Unfortunately, you’re going to have to
go looking for the comics as there’s no
collection as yet, no Essential DC
Comics volume, no hardback complete
‘Mazing Man, nothing at all. You can’t
even get them digitally. So it’s time to
head to the back issue bins and the
online stores to pick up the issues – trust
us, you’re not going to regret finding a
new friend in this crazy world, and
there’s no better friend than ‘Mazing
Man.
AUTHOR:
RICHARD BRUTON
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THE ‘NAM
Here’s something I didn’t learn in any school History class. After WWII,
some Nazis managed to escape the war crime tribunals in Germany
by slipping through Switzerland to Africa and joining the French
Foreign Legion.

I

n 1954, when the French were
asserting control of their
“colony” in Vietnam, these
former Nazis were engaged to fight
against the Vietminh, the native freedom
fighters.
Fascinating stuff. I didn’t learn it from
a documentary on the BBC, or any other
TV channel, nor from an article in a
learned newspaper or academic
magazine. I learned this from one of the
finest Marvel Comics ever produced: The
‘Nam.
The Oscar winning movie, Platoon,
had been released in 1986. People were
suddenly discussing Vietnam again. Jim
Shooter asked editor Larry Hama if he
would be interested in putting together a
comic about Vietnam. Hama
immediately thought of Doug Murray as
the writer because he had written an
impressive article about Vietnam, The
5th of the 1st, for the Marvel magazine
Savage Tales.
Doug Murray is a Vietnam Vet. The
names of some of his friends who didn’t
make it are engraved on the Vietnam
Memorial in Washington D.C. He
describes his experience thus: “long
periods of boredom were punctuated by
eternal moments of terror” and spoke of
“the problems of the ever-present drugs”.
After the war, Doug trained as a teacher.
Back in 55 BC, Cicero used the phrase
“docere et delectare”; one of the best
ways to teach is to delight your audience
with a story, rather than hit them too
hard with your message. Doug
desperately wanted to tell “what really

happened to that generation of GIs” and
what better way to do that than to use
the comics mass medium.
Each issue of the ‘Nam and their
subsequent reprints (#1 had to be
reprinted immediately because the first
edition sold out) contains maps and the
vocabulary which you would encounter
during your spell in the country. There’s
American slang (“pacified” = a village on
the side of the GIs, or, alternatively, one
full of dead people), Vietnamese (“didi
mau” = get out quick), and Japanese
(“mos koshee” = right now!). My
favourite is a phrase of American and
Vietnamese origin: “no sweat-de-da”
which refers to something that is really
easy to do. Once you read these stories,

The artist for this issue
is Wayne Vansant who
had “a special interest
in, and aptitude for,
work about the French
Foreign Legion” –
that’s those guys who
had added some nasty
Nazis to their ranks.

you will realise that not much was
actually easy to do in this war.
Doug planned the comic to tell its
story in real time, so issues #1 – #8 depict
events which took place in January to
August 1966. It was felt that, two decades
on, enough time had elapsed to let the
real story be told.
Doug was lucky enough to be teamed
with Mike Golden as the main artist.
Mike had done a great job on Marvel’s
Micronauts in 1978 and was the cocreator of the ever-popular Rogue. His
slightly cartoonish style helps to engage
us with some otherwise unpalatable
events, but it never slips into mere
caricature; each character comes across
as a real individual.
Occasionally, there is another artist.
Good Old Days in #7 is about “the roots
of war, to try to show that the Viet Cong
and North Vietnamese are not just
nameless, godless enemies. Rather they
are people just like us…” The artist for
this issue is Wayne Vansant who had “a
special interest in, and aptitude for, work
about the French Foreign Legion” –
that’s those guys who had added some
nasty Nazis to their ranks.
The US were in Vietnam from 1964 to
1973, so there was a potential for 9 years
worth of stories. We shall return later to
see what became of that “potential”.
An unusual comic for the Marvel line?
Well, not really, although it may have
been unexpected in 1986.
The USA had remained neutral
towards the war in Europe which had
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begun in 1939 until the Japanese attacked
Pearl Harbour and brought the conflict
to their door. Finally, on December 11th
1941 Congress approved American
forces joining the war. But the comics
published by Martin Goodman were
engaged with the Nazis long before that.
In Marvel Mystery Comics #4 (dated
February 1940, so on sale December
1939 – a mere 3 months after the war in
Europe began), Sub-Mariner attacked a
German U-Boat with swastikas clearly on
display. Germany, in fact lost its first UBoat, U-39, when depth-charged off the
Scottish coast on 14th September1939,
so Namor was right in there as early as he
could be. Then, in Daring Mystery
Comics (Goodman seems to like the
word Mystery) #6, Simon & Kirby have
their version of Marvel Boy attack some
dude called “Hiller”. Two months later,
Goodman decides to let the guys call a
spade a spade and Simon & Kirby’s
Captain America punches Hitler himself
over a year before any real American
could dream of doing so.
Of course, this is pure fantasy, but
there was still support for Hitler in the
USA at the time, so Goodman was being
very bold publishing comics like this.
After the Korean War began in 1950,
the buying public had a renewed taste for
comics which depicted such a conflict.
One real gift Martin Goodman had was
the ability to quickly sniff out a trend and
follow it with as many publications as he
could until that trend petered out and
was replaced with another. If you are
studying genres, I would thoroughly
recommend a look at what he is
publishing at any one point and you will
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Atlas’ War Adventures
and War Action did in
fact deal with the
Korean War but the
emphasis, as the
names imply, was on
action and adventure
rather than on
exploring what really
happened.
know what the public of the time were
interested in.
Between the end of 1949 to the
beginning of 1960, Goodman published
at least 397 comic books about war. The
most successful of these was simply
called Battle and lasted 70 issues from
(cover date) March 1951 to January 1960,
right at the start of the Marvel Era.
During this period, most of his comics
were published under the Atlas banner.
Many of them contained perfectly
workmanlike scripts and artwork, but it
would have been difficult to compete
with Harvey Kurtzman’s Two Fisted
Tales and Frontline Combat which even
today are some of the best comics ever
published.
Atlas’ War Adventures and War Action
did in fact deal with the Korean War but

the emphasis, as the names imply, was on
action and adventure rather than on
exploring what really happened.
The one attempt at a humour comic in
the manner of Sgt Bilko which had begun
on television in 1955 was Sgt Barney
Barker (1956) whose tagline was “Even
with Barker … we won the war”. In spite
of containing some of John Severin’s first
class artwork, this title lasted only 3
issues. Any physical resemblance
between Barker and a certain Stan Lee is
surely coincidental.
In 1963, Stan Lee felt confident that he
and Kirby had a storytelling style which
could make any genre sell and this
apparently convinced Martin Goodman
to give them the green light for Sgt Fury
and his Howling Commandos. Stan was
right and the comic lasted 167 issues.
Kirby, who had actually survived on the
front line in WWII, modeled Nick Fury
after himself. The series contained some
excellent, fairly serious stories, but issue
#13 which featured Captain America
showed that, as with the Atlas comics,
action and adventure were the order of
the day.
The ‘Nam, at least to begin with, did
not concern itself with fantasy or
escapism. Our way in to the world of the
Vietnam conflict is to follow Ed Marks as
he learns the ropes. At one point, the
squad watch a screening of Major
Dundee (1965, starring Charlton
Heston). The soldiers criticize it for
being unrealistic.
“Wait a minute!” says Ed, “This is
Major Dundee! I just saw this a couple of
weeks ago.!”
“Maybe so, man,” he is told, “but that

the history lessons are well over.

Somewhat inevitably,
then, The ‘Nam comic
comes to a sad end
with #84 and is
followed by The
Punisher Invades
The Nam, which
nobody has yet been
able to persuade me
to read.
was in the world. You’re not in the world
now … you’re in THE NAM. Things are
different here.”
We meet a corrupt sergeant. Even on a
break in Saigon, the hotel where the
soldiers are staying is bombed and one of
the soldiers ends up in hospital. There is
non-stop rain. Villages are napalmed.
Underground tunnels are full of booby
traps.
After a year, Ed Marks is rotated out.
By now we know what we are dealing
with and the scripts can deal with other
subjects, such as attitudes to the war
outside Vietnam.
For nearly 40 issues we are treated to
some very fine storytelling and some
excellent art. (The aforementioned John
Severin does his usual fine job on #12.)
But then the original idea was
abandoned. In the UK Charley’s War

managed to carry through its original
plan of following Charley Bourne
through his war experiences from 1916
to the end of the European conflict in
1919. The ‘Nam could have given us a 9
year history of the “crazy Asian war”, as
Marvel fans Country Joe and the Fish
once sang. But, sadly…
The chronological timeline is the first
concept to go. The cover of issue #41 has
Captain America (him again), Thor (he’s
a god, for goodness sake), and Iron Man
bursting through a map of Vietnam.
What? But the “final straw”, as one
reviewer has it, is issue #52 which
features Frank Castle. Now, in this
fictional character’s history, we are told
he served in Vietnam, but the
appearances of these well established
Marvel characters indicated to us that

Frank Castle, of course, became The
Punisher in the Marvel Universe
(“You’re not in THE NAM now … you’re
in the Marvel Universe). Somewhat
inevitably, then, The ‘Nam comic comes
to a sad end with #84 and is followed by
The Punisher Invades The Nam, which
nobody has yet been able to persuade me
to read.
A bold experiment, nevertheless.
There are some trade paperback
collections, an American magazine
version, and a British Marvel reprint, so
if you have never experienced it before, I
would encourage you to track it down.
We began looking at Sub-Mariner and
Captain America taking on Hitler. We
end with The Punisher taking control of
Vietnam. Fantasy always seems to invade
these comics. This is not just sugaring
the pill, as Cicero would have advised,
this is escaping from reality. It seems T.
S. Eliot put his finger on it when he
wrote:
“Mankind cannot stand too much
reality.”
We all need a little escapism, but we
also need to learn about those Nazis who
escaped to join the Foreign Legion. How
would I have found that out without
these books by Doug Murray?
AUTHOR:
JOHN MCSHANE
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HOWARD
THE DUCK

Before the Marvel Cinematic Universe, before the X-Men, before Spider-Man, before
pretty much everything else Marvel ever brought to the big screen - there was 1986's
Howard The Duck. It wasn’t the very first Marvel movie, that plaudit goes to the 1944
Captain America Republic Pictures serial, but Howard was still the first Marvel
movie proper. And it was just terrible. It really was.

H

oward The Duck exists as
perhaps the most perfect
example you will ever see of
Hollywood looking at something
innovative and original in comics and
completely failing to get any of that onto
the screen. I first saw it, on video, about
30 years ago and figured that perhaps,
against all odds, it was better than the 20year-old me remembered. So, just for
you, I got a copy of it and gave it a second
go. And no, it gets no better the second
time round. It really is an absolute turkey
of a movie from a brilliant Duck of a
comic.
"When the smoke clears, only one thing is
certain, Howard the Duck has laid an
egg."
Dave Kehr, Chicago Tribune.
It should have been, it could have been so
much more. George Lucas, fresh off the
successes of Star Wars and Indiana Jones,
was onboard as executive producer. He
was already a huge fan of the source
material, as written by Steve Gerber and
illustrated by Val Mayerik, and full of
great ideas of how to transfer Howard
from the hugely successful ‘70s comic
page to celluloid. After all, when the
source material was a radical, cuttingedge, biting satire on the modern world
that mixed comedy, absurdity, and social
commentary so well to become one of
the most original reads of the 1970s,
there’s surely no way they can screw up
the movie adaptation, right?
Wrong. Oh so wrong.

"As you watch Howard the Duck, you get
the vivid sensation that you're watching
not a movie, but a pile of money being
poured down the drain."
Paul Attanasio, The Washington Post.
The movie bombed. A $37 million budget
plus at least $10 million for marketing
resulted in just $38 million at the box
office. This was a movie that cost Willard
Huyck his directing career – Howard was
his first and last director credit, stripped
Lucas of his ownership of what would
become Pixar, and cost Marvel at least a
decade’s worth of potential movie
development. Make no mistake, Howard
the Duck was an absolute disaster.
It was basically all George’s fault. He’d
been the one hanging around his local
comic shop. He’d been the one to

They changed
Howard’s character,
ditched his rudeness
and sarcasm, and
decided that it should
be a movie favouring
special effects over
satire.

recognize just how good Steve Gerber’s
Howard the Duck had been. And then
he’d been the one to go and direct
American Graffiti with co-writers Willard
Huyck and Gloria Katz, and a little
something called the Star Wars trilogy.
So, putting yourself in their shoes, if you
were Huyck and Katz in the early ‘80s
and George came to you with the idea for
making a really cool movie from a comic
called Howard The Duck, I reckon you’d
do exactly what they did and sign as
quickly as you could on the dotted line,
right?
Huyck and Katz signed on, agreeing that
Howard would make a great animated
feature. And here’s where it all started to
go wrong. Universal needed a big movie
to fill a summer release slot and only live
action could get made in time. Not to be
put off, Lucas decided he could do it,
along with the Industrial Light and Magic
SFX department that Lucas happened to
own. And thus began one of the biggest
disasters of modern film-making.
The problems began early on in the
movie making process with Huyck and
Katz deciding that everything that made
the comics so good, so innovative and
original, so worth making the damn
movie in the first place, weren't right for
the movie they had in mind. They
changed Howard’s character, ditched his
rudeness and sarcasm, and decided that it
should be a movie favouring special
effects over satire. It all seems so easy,
looking back on it now, to suggest that
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anyone with even a passing interest in
what made Howard the Duck work as a
comic could have done a better job on
the movie than Huyck and Katz. Really, I
know hindsight is 20/20, but the idea of
ditching everything about the successful
original and going off in an all-new
direction – when has that ever worked?
"Howard the Duck, the movie, is as bad
as you've heard. Actually, it's worse. But
its failings as a film have overshadowed
the frequently brilliant 1970s comic book
that inspired it. Using only the most
superficial elements of its source material
while discarding most of what made the
comic interesting, the film serves as a
textbook example of how to turn
something into nothing."
Keith Phipps, Slate.
Where the comic had been so clever and
satirical, the movie was going to be ...
well, here's what Katz said... "It's a film
about a duck from outer space... it's not
supposed to be an existential
experience... we're supposed to have fun
with this concept."
Really, you have to actually question
whether Katz had cracked open a single
issue of the comics.
When the film came out, it was assaulted
by bad reviews. Leonard Maitlin
famously described it as a “hopeless mess
of a movie” whilst Gene Siskel asked the
question, "Who was this stupid movie
made for?" And they were perhaps some
of the milder ones.
If you have 111 minutes of your life to
spare, you can see for yourself just what a
mess of a movie it is. The cast did their
best, with Lea Thompson fresh off Back
To The Future cast as Howard’s
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friend/love interest, Beverley Switzler,
Tim Robbins as the janitor scientist
wannabe, and Jeffrey Jones as the
scientist proper, all of whom give
performances that are fine. But the whole
film, from the moment you first see the
duck costume, has an air of the
ridiculous, and definitely not the
ridiculous, cutting manner of the comic
books. No, this was ridiculous in the
sense of, ‘What the hell am I watching
here?’
Howard the Duck actually starts pretty
well, the opening sequence, zooming
into Duckworld and into Howard’s
apartment is full of well-done visuals,
including some of the sorts of visual gags
that come straight out of the ideas of
Gerber’s Howard – the "Mae Nest" and
“WC Fowl" in "My Little Chickadee" and
the "Breeders of the Lost Stork" movie
posters, plus Howard reading a copy of
"Playduck" are great. And then as
Howard finds himself zapped with a
transport ray and being dragged through
the apartment building, crashing through
walls, past befuddled ducks, and into the
sky to the wormhole thing in the sky – all
of that works pretty well. With just those
few moments, we get the idea of Gerber's
Howard coming through loud and clear.
It wasn't to last.
"When the filmmakers grow tire of fowl
puns - about an hour after the audience
does - they switch to space opera."
Richard Corliss, Time.
Instead, as soon as Howard crash lands
on Earth, we’re straight into something
that wants to be some kind of zany,
madcap romp, yet fails to deliver the
dialogue or the relationships between the

characters that were needed to make that
work.
Trapped on Earth, Howard befriends
Beverley (a wannabe ‘80s pop star here
rather than the nude life model of
Gerber’s comics). She takes him to her
scientist/janitor/lab assistant pal, Tim
Robbins' Phil Blumburtt, to see about
getting Howard back to Duckworld.
Howard resigns himself to being stuck on
Earth, gets a job as what the film calls a
‘romance spa,’ but it’s pretty obviously a
brothel. But even that’s not the worst
what the hell moments, before then
we’ve had the truly awful scene with
Beverley flirting with Howard as they
share a bed in their undies and PJs. In the
comics, the relationship was just another
bizarre thing that Gerber made work;
here it’s just embarrassingly awkward and
ham-fistedly handled.
From early on, things just devolve into
one badly done set piece after another the scientists behind the doohickey that
zapped Howard to Earth get involved and
attempt to send him back, only to grab a
big nasty, the "Dark Overlord of the
Universe" which possesses Doc Jenning,
before everything (thankfully) ends with
Howard still here on Earth, the Dark
Overlord destroyed, and Howard acting
as Beverley’s manager. The End. Thank
God.
"Howard the Duck is the end of the line:
any more infantile than this, and the
filmmakers are going to vanish into the
nearest womb."
Jay Scott, The Globe and Mail.
Okay, so there are a few interesting ideas,
there are some okay gags, but overall it
never manages to go anywhere near what

Lucas first saw in the comics. Years later,
we’d see the modern Marvel Cinematic
Universe get it right, taking seemingly
ridiculous comic characters and making
them work – perhaps the best example of
that being James Gunn’s Guardians of the
Galaxy. After all, who thought Rocket
Raccoon and Groot would ever manage
to work on the big screen? Howard never
had the benefit of the modern MCU’s
special effects back in 1986, but far more
importantly the filmmakers behind
Howard the Duck just failed to treat the
source material with the respect and
understanding that the various architects
of the MCU have done so far.
All these many years later, Howard's had
a renaissance of sorts, thanks to his
appearance in Guardians of the Galaxy's
post-credits scene alongside Benicio Del
Toro's Collector. Yes, despite the disaster
that the film was, the MCU was
triumphant after all, and Howard, poor
Howard, had a little part to play.
As for the future, there’s an animated
Howard the Duck series coming at some
point, helmed by Kevin Smith and
featuring Lea Thompson. Fingers
crossed they can manage to get
something far better to the small screen
this time round.
Of course, in the end, this is just my
opinion (well, mine and plenty of others
who all agree that it’s just a terrible
movie), but there’s no reason you can’t
judge for yourself. But if I can suggest
one thing, please do yourself a favour and
search out those original Steve Gerber
comics and enjoy them for all the
cleverness, all the snark, all the counterculture brilliance that you’ll find in there.

counter-culture icon in the pages of
Gerber’s great comics.

In the end, Howard the
Duck stands as a movie
that did so many things
wrong, a box-office
bomb and a complete
critical failure.
You could even go for the comic
adaptation of the movie from 1986 by
Danny Fingeroth and Kyle Baker, which
manages to salvage some of the mess of
the film.
Gerber's original intent with Howard,
first introduced in Adventure into Fear
#19 (1973), was simply to add something
ridiculous to the already ridiculous story
of Man-Thing, just another creature from
another world pulled into the swamps.
Howard moved to a back-up strip in
Giant Size Man-Thing #4 (1975), where
he'd meet the likes of Garko the Man
Frog and, best of all, Bessie the Vampire
Cow. Gerber was not playing this
straight, not in the slightest. Readers ate
it up and Howard got his own book in
October 1975. It was everything the
movie wasn’t, full of absurdities,
existential situations, and great comedy.
He even got involved in politics in the
comic, running for President against
Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter in '76 for
the All-Night Party – getting thousands
of write-in votes in the actual election in
the process. Howard became a legitimate

Sadly, Gerber’s time on Howard ended in
1978 when Gerber and Marvel got into a
bitter fight over rights and ownership of
characters. He eventually settled in 1985
and was saddled with the legal bills until
his death in 2008. Howard’s adventures
continued without him, but none of
them came close to the Duck that Gerber
created.
In the end, Howard the Duck stands as a
movie that did so many things wrong, a
box-office bomb and a complete critical
failure. If it had any of what made the
comics work, there’s that chance that it
could have been so much more. But it
didn’t and set back Marvel’s plans for
movie making by a decade or more. But
then again, perhaps that was just Howard
taking one for the team? After all, if
Howard had been in any way the success
that Lucas et al believed it was going to
be, we’d have seen movie after movie
based on Marvel characters in the late
‘80s and ‘90s. And let’s face it, these
movies would have been absolutely,
unbelievably awful. Seriously, we need to
be thankful, truly thankful, that Howard
the Duck made it to the cinema screens if
only for that.
AUTHOR:
RICHARD BRUTON
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‘GROW UP IT’s

THE EIGHTIES’
Frank Miller, Elektra and ‘Born Again’

T

hat memorable year when
Halley’s Comet paid a visit and
the Chernobyl Nuclear Power
Plant blew a fuse was one hell of a year for
comics. If rightly remembered for the
groundbreaking work of Watchmen by
Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons, The Dark
Knight Returns by Frank Miller and Maus
by Art Spiegelman, it’s the quality and
quantity of other works bearing Miller’s
name that mark the year out as his own
professional high water mark. Controversy
surrounds much of his subsequent work,
but if comics in 1986 belong to any one
person then it has to be him.
At the tender age of 28 Miller was
already being described in the fan press as
‘…the most powerful creator in massmarket comics today…commanding
attention, respect and weighty contracts.’
He’d burst onto the scene in 1979 with an
acclaimed run on Marvel Comics’
Daredevil, the Man Without Fear, a b-list,
bi-monthly title on the verge of
cancellation, transforming its fortunes and
vying with Uncanny X-Men for the top
spot in sales.
Miller had first worked on the character
after pencilling a couple of fill in issues on a
team up storyline in Peter Parker,
Spectacular Spiderman. Blind lawyer by
day, Matt Murdock’s remaining senses had
been heightened in the childhood accident
that had robbed him of his sight, becoming
Daredevil to avenge the murder of his
washed-up boxer father at the hand of
gangsters. Miller quickly discerned an
originality to the character; whilst
Superman can fly and lift buildings,
Batman utilises his untold wealth and a
variety of gadgets and Spiderman can cling
to walls and spin webs, Daredevil’s own
distinguishing feature is something that he

can’t do - he’s blind, he can’t see - relying
on his remaining amplified senses and a
kind of ‘radar’ to make sense of the world
around him. Miller ‘fell in love’ with the
character and begged to get on the regular
title, sensing the potential to tell the kind
of dark, urban, detective storylines close to
his own heart. The change was instant overnight the book turns into a gritty,
atmospheric film-noir, a psychodrama
between the four main characters of
Daredevil, long time villain and psychotic
hitman Bullseye, gangland crime-lord the
Kingpin (originally a Stan Lee/John
Romita mid-Sixties adversary for
Spiderman now with added unscrupulous
edge) and Miller’s own creation Elektra
Natchios, Murdock’s college love now
deadly ninja-trained assassin.
The interplay between the four
characters captured the zeitgeist. As US
mainstream comic books left one decade
and entered the next, this ‘grim and gritty’
grown up realism would become more
fashionable and Miller’s success gave him
carte blanche. A lucrative offer from DC
Comics saw him leave the monthly
treadmill at Marvel to create the more
personal series Ronin, before DC’s The
Dark Knight Returns assured him his place
in comic book history all by itself. Miller
had been itching to utilise Batman, seeing
the character as best placed in terms of
public perception to convey his own idea
of the ‘superhero’. What’s telling however
is that at the exact same moment of this,
his most prestigious and high profile
success, he’d also be drawn back to the
characters he’d left behind at Marvel. An
Elektra Graphic Novel produced alongside
partner and colourist Lynn Varley
wouldn’t see the light of day that year, but
two projects alongside artist Bill

Sienkiewicz would; the Daredevil graphic
novel Love and War and an eight issue
limited series Elektra: Assassin. Then there
was the small matter of his surprise return
to the monthly comic book treadmill on
the very title he’d left an indelible mark on.
In what many regard as his finest moment
as a writer (and up against some very stiff
competition that year alone) Frank Miller
was about to prove that lightening could
strike twice in the same place.
‘Matt should have been a villain. He’s
got every excuse in the world. Born into
poverty, a broken family, a childhood
spent in a squalid slum. Hounded and
taunted and beaten by schoolyard bullies.
To top it all off he gets struck in the eyes by
toxic waste and blinded for life. Role
models? His Mother? An enigma, long
gone by the time he could walk. His
Father? A well meaning loser who paid for
his greatest moment of courage when a
bullet splattered his brains across a grimy
alley wall.’
The seeds of what we know as
‘Daredevil: Born Again’ were planted
months before the perceived beginnings in
Daredevil #227. With Miller’s original run
ending with #191 ( January 1983) editor
Denny O’Neil, a seasoned pro with
acclaimed writing on the likes of Batman
and Green Lantern/Green Arrow under
his belt, took over as scribe. Despite his
own standing in the industry O’Neil knew
he had a tough act to follow, taking the job
mainly because of the dearth of viable
alternatives putting themselves forward.
It’s during this run that artist David
Mazzucchelli came on board with issue
#206 (May 1984). A recent graduate from
the Rhode Island School of Design (and
three years younger than Miller)
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Mazzucchelli had only been handed his
first professional outing at Marvel early the
previous year. He quickly became a firm
favourite with his new writer, O’Neil
recalling years later the moment he saw the
finished art on one particular issue (#215)
and realising what a special talent the book
had on its hands.
Around this time Daredevil editor Ralph
Macchio called Frank Miller up out of the
blue over the possibility of a future return
to the title, firmly expecting him to decline.
Rather than state he’d done all he possibly
could with the character, Miller requested
a couple of days to mull things over, asking
in the meantime if Mazzucchelli would be
willing to stay on and work over a full
script. Miller too was already a firm fan of
the artist, seeing his work as ‘… complete
in authentic detail yet uncluttered and
utterly readable, (creating) actors whose
dynamic range is startling. It’s almost
criminal how easy David makes it (look).’
Something was stirring. Out of the blue
Miller scripted a one-off storyline in #219,
working with artist John Buscema on a tale
that didn’t feature Matt in the DD threads
once. Then the O’Neil scripted ‘Fog’ in
#220 (complete with ‘special thanks to
Frank Miller’ credit) saw the tragic suicide
of Heather Glenn, Matt’s ex-lover, whose
body he discovers hanging in her
apartment. Heather had been a character
that Miller had openly admitted to having
problems with during his initial run,
finding her one of the hardest to write for.
Now, with her rather permanent
departure, O’Neil and Mazzucchelli take
Matt on a grief stricken journey, guilty
over her death. A gradual deterioration in
his mental health is detected by others,
such as the guest-starring Black Widow
and ageing villain the Vulture - “I get the
feeling you ain’t exactly healthy yourself,
boy’’ - and by O’Neil’s final issue in #226, a
joint writing credit with Miller, the
collapse of the ‘Nelson and Murdock’ law
firm (due to his own neglect) sees him go
further off the rails.
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Hindsight helps us to discern a clearing
of the decks here, of careful groundwork
being laid down for whatever was to come
next. What did come next was the sudden
surprise return for a fondly remembered
character from Matt’s past, yet it wouldn’t
prove a time for celebrations. Rather, Matt
Murdock’s life was about to be slowly torn
apart, piece by piece.
‘What I was really after was taking the
machinery of the ‘hero’…and putting it
back together in leaner terms, so that it
was more pure. The Catholicism works…
and the (enhanced) senses work Daredevil is by far the sexiest superhero in
comics - but the lawyer/vigilante thing…it’s
always been a contradiction. I thought…
‘break it down…destroy it’ and the real
winning idea was I got rid of the costume
for a long time…and have the real hero
emerge.’
For many readers the shock of seeing
Matt’s former partner Karen Page back in
the pages of the book still resonates. If
Elektra had been Matt Murdock’s first
young love, it’s Karen who was
unquestionably the love of his life,
revealing his secret identity to her and
willing to give it up to be with her. They’d
almost gotten married once, before they
drifted apart and she left to become a
movie actress in Hollywood, last seen in
the pages of Ghost Rider. To say Miller
wasn't pulling his punches with her
characterisation would be an
understatement. Now, after all these years
we find ourselves somewhere in South
America and …hell, it’s Karen Page! She’s
fallen into porno flicks and heroin
addiction! She’s a junkie! And…she’s
selling Matt’s secret identity for the price of
a fix!
Such dark depictions were rare for a
Marvel Comic of the time, with editor
Macchio having strong reservations about
Karen’s harsh treatment before being
convinced of its necessity to the plot. With
Matt’s secret now out, the revealing piece

of information finds its way across
continents through the criminal
underworld to the Kingpin. Told of its
source, he orders every person who has
come into contact with the information
shot, before setting the wheels in motion
to test out the information and unravel the
life of a man.
His machinations reach a Matt Murdock
who is already on a downward spiral.
Mysteriously for a lawyer at the very top of
his profession there’s a distinct lack of new
job offers. Instead, a letter from his bank
informs him that his last two mortgage
payments have not been paid. He’s told his
tax file is undergoing an audit, with every
penny he has temporally frozen. Notice is
served that his electricity is to be switched
off due to unpaid bills. Seeking answers
from the power company, he finds his
phone disconnected. He’s handed a
subpoena to attend a grand jury hearing to
answer the criminal charge of perjury.
There’s nothing left but to go to bed. It’s
been a day.
It’s only the beginning.
As the scheming figure behind Matt’s
woes, the Kingpin enjoys his finest hour,
the character finally reaching his full
potential as the untouchable crime lord
behind every piece of corruption in New
York City. With high-ranking politicians,
officials, even (as we shall see) a US Army
general in his pocket, Wilson Fisk has
never seemed so omnipotent, so utterly,
thoroughly evil. Even when not there the
reader feels his presence, pulling the
strings. There’s the sense that the Kingpin
admires Murdock, believing him a worthy
opponent (if only through, as he
mistakingly sees it, cleverly feigning
blindness all these years) yet he revels in
seeing his enemy squirm, wallowing in the
the misery and public shame that is to
follow. Of course, for us as readers the real
impact, the real pathos, comes from the
fact that we’re in on it; we know the
Kingpin is behind everything, which only

makes it more painful witnessing Matt
descend further into confusion and illness
and the increasingly desperate attempts of
alter-ego Daredevil - ‘Matt Murdock!
Who’s gonna talk about Matt Murdock?’ to beat some information, any
information, out of the criminal
underworld. He’s become, literally, a ‘…
blind man, thrashing.’ How tempting it
must have been, all those months before
his plan bore fruit, for the Kingpin to
simply have Matt Murdock shot. Instead,
his rise to the top has taught him the value
of patience and discipline and he’ll deny
himself the killing blow, for now.
Well, almost. There’s something about
Murdock that brings out a bloodlust in
him, something that makes destroying the
life of ‘the only good man he has ever
known’ more…personal. He waits until
Matt is returning home, still a distance
away but within full sight of his apartment,
before giving the order for the explosion
that rips through the whole building.
Deliberately not killed, surrounded by the
debris of his home and his life, it’s now
become obvious even to Matt in his
distressed state who it is who’s out to get
him. ’So you know. So that’s why. It was a
beautiful piece of work Kingpin. You
shouldn’t have signed it.’
A template is set in each instalment for a
full page splash depicting Matt, curled up
asleep in a foetal pose, each new
surrounding - expensive apartment, cheap
doss house, street alleyway - showcasing
his rapid descent. Now even more unwell
he flips between the overwhelming
paranoia of believing everyone he knows is
out to get him, to fantasising about
storming the Kingpin’s empire, beating
him and forcing him to hand him back his
life. When the actual showdown occurs, as
it must, things don’t quite go according to
plan. The Kingpin has been expecting him,
and it is Fisk who beats a sloppy, illdisciplined Matt to within an inch of his
life, before leaving him locked behind the

It’s during this run
that the ‘Devil’s
Advocate’ letters
column revealed
details of an Elektra
collaboration by
Miller and artist Bill
Sienkiewicz.
wheel of a taxi cab, drenched in whisky and
dumped in the East River. With his enemy
framed for the murder of the cab driver sat
in the rear, beaten to death by Matt’s own
billy club, the Kingpin revels in the images
in his mind of Matt Murdock’s final
desperate moments, drowning, silently
screaming.
‘His love life? Nothing short of
disastrous… Sure the girls are pretty but
they all end up either walking out or dying
or (trying to) kill him or something.’
It’s during this run that the ‘Devil’s
Advocate’ letters column revealed details
of an Elektra collaboration by Miller and
artist Bill Sienkiewicz. An eight issue
prestige limited series through Marvel’s
own Epic Comics imprint, with a first issue
dated August 1986 (the same month as the
finale to ‘Born Again’) Elektra: Assassin
would prove to be something new entirely.
Sienkiewicz was another radical young
gun, entering the industry aged just 19
following an education at the Newark
School of Fine and Industrial Arts. Quickly
amassing a following through his Marvel
work on New Mutants and Moon Knight,
he steadily developed an angular,
distinctive, highly stylised look far
removed from the more rudimentary
Marvel monthly fare of the time. Taking off

in even more surreal directions, it’s his
1986 work with Miller where his art truly
blossoms, and it’s Elektra: Assassin where
the two men set sail into uncharted waters.
Elektra’s debut in Daredevil #168
( January 1981) had been designed by
Miller to elicit as much sympathy as
possible for the character ‘…before trying
to make her less likeable with each
appearance. Elektra is definitely one of the
bad guys in the strip.’ It’s arguable if the
ploy worked; an instant hit with readers,
the impact of her death in issue #181 (April
1982) where, after the briefest hint of a
chink in her cold blooded armour, she’s
brutally slain by Bullseye, would resonate
for years to come.
Now, in a storyline presented as part of
‘the lost years’ prior to her murder, Elektra
finds herself drugged and incarcerated in a
mental institution. Piecing together the
events that led her there, she recalls her
battle with ‘the Beast’, a demonic force
looking to take over America through its
influence over presidential candidate Ken
Wind, ultimately seeking to lead the world
towards nuclear armageddon (something
that seemed all too real for many in 1986).
Breaking out of the institution Elektra does
what she does best, being her usual brutal,
uncompromising, efficient self (the polaropposite of Garrett, the cyborg SHIELD
agent tracking her down, all mouth and
emotional mess). With Elektra’s own
drugged-up troubled psyche mirroring a
lack of coherency to the first few issues,
the reader’s focus inevitably falls on the
stunning Sienkiewicz visuals, his use of
abstraction through heavy watercolours
and collage effects looking resplendent on
the higher quality paper. The art shifts
effortlessly between warm shimmering
colours, conjuring up the feel of some
improvised jazz refrain on a hot summers
day, straight into the bleakest dark-wash of
the worst possible bad-trip nightmare.
With only one short solo outing in
Bizarre Adventures to her name (really an
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exercise for Miller to test out his inking
skills) Elektra:Assassin was a welcome,
strong female-led series at a time when
such a thing remained rare and would
prove pivotal in stretching the form,
certainly in the minds of its own two
creators. Prior to release Miller revealed to
the Comics Journal that working on the
series, for both men, was proving to be “…
unnerving. Both of us are now regarded as
kind of established…and we’re both
plunging into a very uncertain, scary,
thrilling ride of discovery.’ He described
his working relationship with Sienkiewicz
as being ‘…like a war…like we’re shooting
at each other…I’m having to re-evaluate
the way I approach my work.’ Associate
Editor Mary Jo Duffy later revealed that
Miller ended up writing every issue of
Elektra:Assassin an astonishing three
times, rising to the challenges laid down
from an artist who himself saw the ‘wild
ride’ of the mini series ‘as proof of the full
malleability of the form,’ with a flexibility
found only in comics.
Inevitably, the depiction of violence in a
Frank Miller comic would also come to the
fore. Having your badass main protagonist
shove a bayonet up someones backside
would probably ruffle a few feathers at the
best of times, but particularly now in a
Ronald Reagan-led reactionary era such as
this (one Dallas /Fort Worth local
newspaper headline ‘We’ve Got To Protect
Our Kids From This’ would later be
utilised as a selling point for the collected
graphic novel). The irony found in a text
which reads at times as an absurdist satire
on the ’80’s action-hero machismo that
Miller himself had helped create
completely bypassed many, and when
asked if Elektra:Assassin should come with
a parental advisory warning, Miller’s
answer was a firm ‘no’, believing such
labels merely appeased people who
mistakingly still thought of comics as just
for young kids. He was adamant
Elektra:Assassin was never ‘…aimed at
them. I believe that most children would
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...coming to painful
terms with his
blindness and
overwhelmed by the
sounds and smells
from his crazy new
heightened senses...
have great difficulty even understanding
the book…and the ones that are
sophisticated enough to understand it I
would assume are mature enough to read
it.’
Miller would bring the exact same
outlook to the table whether here or in the
regular monthly pages of Daredevil, where
reactions to the violence in his original
Daredevil run - ‘…it was as if I brought
whisky into the playground’ - resurfaced
again in 1986. The audience that read
Daredevil were anything but juvenile, and
violence was actually one of the themes of
the book. Matt Murdock seems at times
the only good moral compass amidst the
violence and corruption that surrounds
him, yet like any ‘superhero’ he needs to be
ready for a scrap. In an era when Spidey
and Doc Ock would still slug it out for page
after page with nary a nosebleed between
them, Miller’s work shows the real
consequences of violence, resulting in a
more visceral experience. The audience is
never cheated. So now, with blood flying
off the page, the reader can’t help but feel
the consequences as the Kingpin beats the
living shit out of Matt before leaving him
for dead in that submerged cab.
Unfortunately, when that cab is finally
discovered weeks later, the Kingpin’s in for
a nasty jolt himself. There is no corpse.

‘…But Matt Murdock is no villain. And
no victim. There’s something strong inside
him, passed from unknown mother and
doomed father…something tested by
tragedy. Tempered by conscience. Honed
by discipline. He just doesn’t give up.’
Our first sight of the title ‘Born Again’,
#230’s full page splash shows a bed-ridden
Matt fighting off pneumonia at a catholic
church mission. The sheer audacity and
supreme confidence of the writing that
follows is a joy to read; just as Matt’s
affinity with the neighbourhood of Hell’s
Kitchen had never arisen before in the
long-running title, so too this new found
spiritual side to the character. Miller may
have felt the need to confirm his own
atheism to the Comics Journal, but that
wouldn’t stop him suddenly imbuing his
main protagonist with a hitherto unknown
family history that seemed to fit him like a
glove.
In flashback we see Matt as a young boy,
hospitalised just after his accident, coming
to painful terms with his blindness and
overwhelmed by the sounds and smells
from his crazy new heightened senses.
After sinking into restless slumber a
woman comes to visit him, quietly offering
words of hope in the night, before
disappearing again. She’ll remain a
mystery, but he’d forever recall his newlysensitised fingers feeling the gold cross that
hung from her neck. Now, tended to by
nuns as he recovers from the fever that
threatens his life, he comes across that self
same gold cross around the neck of the
same woman. Her gentle denial to his one
simple question can’t deceive someone
whose super sensitive hearing can detect
the suddenly fast heartbeat of someone
who is lying; finally, after these many
years, Matt Murdock has found his
mother, and for the first time in a very long
while Matt Murdock smiles.
It’s not just the major retcon that makes
all this extra special. There are the little
things, such as Mazzucchelli’s delightful

changes in corner box depictions each new
issue - Matt’s downtrodden silhouette…the
nun…the hand finally donning the red
Daredevil glove. There’s the way Miller,
just as on his initial run, effortlessly
switches the narration of the storyline to
change emphasis. Obviously we get Matt,
and the Kingpin, but there’s also Daily
Bugle reporter Ben Urich (long privy to
Matt’s secret himself, and out to clear his
name). A nicotine addict who dotes on his
wife, Ben’s corny Spillane/ Mike Hammer
narration (‘My name is Ben Urich. I’m a
reporter…’ ) greets each new introduction
into a plot in which he's way over his head.
Miller also uses the same character, one of
his favourites, to add the light touches of
comedy that are often overlooked in his
work; Ben remaining oblivious to his
surroundings in the greasy spoon cafe -‘…
it’s quiet enough to write, if you get used to
the smell…’ - now packed out with satisfied
punters thanks to the super-senses assisted
cooking of Matt, recovered and working
the kitchen out the back.
And then there’s Karen. In simpler times
‘…before the movies and the men and the
junk,’ Karen Page was the pretty and
innocent secretary, newly-arrived in the
Big Apple, finding work at Matt and
Foggy’s law practice and falling deeply in
love with the young, handsome blind
lawyer whose secret she’d soon share. Now
we’re witness to her increasingly desperate
escape from the Kingpin’s hired killers in
South America, forcing herself to use the
wiles she’s acquired in these more brutal
times - ‘…Grow up! It’s the Eighties!…’ to
attach herself to a drug pusher en route to
New York City, praying that the one
person who can help her, the very person
she’s betrayed, is still alive. Karen is central
to the unfolding of events in #231’s ’Saved’
where the pacing is perfect throughout,
culminating in her finally being cornered
in a dead end alleyway, stealing one last fix
from the dying body of her dealer as the
hired guns move in for the kill. Then

there’s the slo-mo depiction of some
strange kind of intervention, the
overcoming of the thugs, before finally her
unbridled joy in embrace, of Matt and
Karen’s full page reunion, the tears of joy
as he holds her, his unconditional, instant
forgiveness - ‘I’ve lost nothing’ he’d later
tell her, before laughing like a baby. It
remains one of the most moving moments
in comics; you didn’t need to know the
backstory to these two people to get the
significance of the moment, just realise
how very, very far each had fallen before
finding redemption in each other.
With Matt and Karen ensconced in
Hell’s Kitchen as he nurses her through a
harrowing heroin withdrawal, the Kingpin
successfully guesses his enemy is hiding
out somewhere in his boyhood
neighbourhood. Using his army
connections he obtains the services of
Nuke, a blindly-patriotic guinea pig in
secretive super-soldier serum
experiments. Now a one man killing
machine continually pumped up on
amphetamines - ‘…give me a red!…’ Nuke is pulled directly from the killing
fields in Nicaragua and dumped down in
the middle of Hells Kitchen, ordered to
‘flush out’ the enemy. With scores of
innocents left dead even Captain America,
the original ‘super-soldier’ himself, along
with the rest of the Avengers, gets in on
the act of tidying up the carnage, but not
before Matt, finally donning his Daredevil
threads again, confronts the man who’s
brought death to his streets. The pacing of
‘God and Country’ (#232) is once again
perfect; Nuke repeating his opening ‘give
me a red’ call for medication in that final
‘punch the air’ cliff-hanger moment with
Matt, surrounded by burning buildings,
brought out of hiding and dressed as the
Devil in red again.
Upon first reading the carnage of the
closing chapters feel off kilter with much
of what came before, but the shift of tone
only emphasises the point Miller wants to

make; it’s the Kingpin who is now
desperate, thrashing, resorting to aiming a
‘Nuke’ at an entire poverty stricken
neighbourhood just to find ‘the man he is
learning to hate…the man he is learning to
fear.’ Mazzucchelli’s art also evolves
beautifully on these later issues too, his
work slowly morphing into the style seen
on his upcoming work with Miller on
Batman:Year One.
‘He’s far from perfect, but he will do the
best he can, this hero.
And he’ll fight the bullies until the day he
dies.’
A two issue storyline by Miller and artist
Walt Simonson slated to follow on
immediately never materialised, and
although Miller would later return to the
character of Daredevil he wouldn’t work
on the regular monthly book again. With
Mazzuccelli’s run also coming to what
seemed like its natural end, it really was
the end of an era. The most definitive take
on a character was in the bag in a storyline
that would be lauded as one of the greatest
ever in mainstream US comics. It really
was time to pass the baton (or rather the
billy club) on, leaving the blind man who
just never gives up, arm in arm with the
woman he loves, the sworn protector of
his beloved Hell’s Kitchen.
1986 - a great time for comics for sure,
but read nothing else but this and it
remains one hell of a year.
AUTHOR:
PETER GOULDSON
Frank Miller quotes taken from: Daredevil: Man
Without Fear Issue 4 prologue © 1993 Marvel
Comics.
Men Without Fear: Making Daredevil
documentary © 2003 Twentieth Century Fox.
All images ©2020 Marvel Comics Inc,
All Rights Reserved.
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Angel Love

Bad Company

By Barbara Slate
Publisher - DC Comics (USA)

Written by Peter Milligan,
art by Brett Ewins and Jim McCarthy
First appearance - 2000 AD Prog 500
Publisher - IPC Magazines

It might have looked like Betty &
Veronica or Katy Keene but this was
a very modern, very different sort of
DC Comic, as befits the creation of a
woman whose Ms. Liz had long
featured in Cosmopolitan (and on a
huge number of greetings cards).
Angel Love was eight issues (plus
one Special in 1987) of Barbara Slate
giving us the life, loves and
friendships of an aspiring artist in
New York City, sort of a way less
annoying Sex & The City.
It's high whimsy for sure, but it's a
great read - full of romance, drama,
terminal illness, death, drugs, the
hunt for a long-lost sister, guardian
angels, even the odd talking
cockroach or two, all done in Slate's
beautiful style.
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Milligan's anti-war war story,
combined with Ewins and
McCarthy’s incendiary and oft-times
trippy visuals of a truly bizarre cast of
character burst into 2000 AD’s 500th
Prog to stake a claim as one of the
comics’ very best titles.
Told through the words of raw
recruit, Danny Franks, Bad Company
tells of a nightmare war against the
Krool, a vicious enemy who routinely
torture and experiment on their
enemies. Yet the horrors of Danny’s
personal war are only just beginning
when he finds himself joining Bad
Company, a group of rejects, failed
experiments, and madmen who make
the Krool look almost tame in
comparison. Bad Company was a war
story in the mold of Charley's war,
letting us see all the horrors of this
future war through eyes that slowly
yet surely lose their innocence.

Daredevil Issues #226-233
Born Again & Daredevil:
Love & War
By Frank Miller.
Art by David Mazzucchelli (Born Again),
Bill Sienkiewicz (Love & War)
Publisher - Marvel Comics (USA)
1986 was a bit of a spectacular year
for Frank Miller, wasn't it? Alongside
Dark Knight Returns at DC and
Elektra Assassin at Marvel, he also
had these two incredible Daredevil
stories out.
Miller had already reinvented
Daredevil with his first run on the
book in 1979-1982, but his return with
Born Again completely deconstructs
Matt Murdock's world when the
Kingpin becomes aware of his alterego. Murdock's descent into madness
and destitution is brutally depicted on
the page by a young Mazzucchelli,
announcing his brilliance in the finest
way possible. Similarly, Love & War,
brings DD and the Kingpin into
conflict once more, spectacularly
illustrated by Sienkiewicz, who was
flexing all sorts of creative muscles
this year and eclipsing anything he'd
done before.

DESTROY!!

Escape

By Scott McCloud
Publisher - Eclipse Comics (USA)

Anthology, created by Paul Gravett
and Peter Stanbury
Publisher - Escape

“The LOUDEST comic-book in
the UNIVERSE! PARENTS
BEWARE: This Comic-Book is
exactly what you think it is: 32 pages
of meaningless, overblown violence,
mayhem and destruction! (Plus one
Naughty Word.)”
That was how DESTROY!!
(capitals and exclamation marks
essential) was marketed in 1986. This
was a massive book, 15 inches tall,
full of HUGE panels, and full of a
hero and a villain beating the crap
out of each other for absolutely no
other reason than they could.
McCloud’s intent was simple – a
tongue-in-cheek fight scene of a
comic to beat them all. And he
managed it so well – Alan Moore
half-jokingly described it as the thing
that kick-started the Image Comics
era early. It was spectacular, it
decimated pretty much every New
York landmark, and it served as a fun
and satirical look at superhero books
of the time, with McCloud
destroying it with his smooth, clean
artwork.

Gravett and Stanbury had already
been publishing Escape as an A5
anthology since 1983, publishing an
eclectic and trailblazing selection of
UK artists across 7 issues, including
Eddie Campbell, Glenn Dakin, Myra
Hancock, Rian Hughes, Chris
Reynolds, and Carol Swain amongst
many more. However, in 1986,
Escape moved to magazine format
with issue #8, allowing Gravett and
Stanbury to publish not just the best
of the UK but also the work of major
European creators as well, meaning
readers like myself got to see the
work of Tardi, Munoz & Sampayo,
Mattotti, Swarte for the very first
time. This new Escape magazine was
a more lavish affair, soon moving to
squarebound format and a publishing
deal with Titan Books from issue #10
which ended with issue #19. But in
those 19 issues, Escape had opened
up the world of comics in the UK,
broadened the minds and
imaginations of all that picked it up
and informed so many anthologies
that would follow.

Grendel: Devil By The Deed
collection & Grendel: Devil's Legacy
Written by Matt Wagner. Art by Matt
Wagner with inks by Rich Rankin (Devil
By The Deed), The Pander Brothers
(Devil's Legacy)
Published by Comico (USA)
Wagner created Grendel, his crime-lord
assassin alter-ego of Hunter Rose, in 1983,
but it was with the Devil By The Deed
storyline, published first as a back-up strip
in Wagner's Mage comic and then as a
single album in 1986, that really properly
began the epic saga that Grendel would
become.
Devil By The Deed told a sweeping tale,
more illustrated fiction than comics in
many ways, with Wagner crafting a series of
beautiful images to tell his tale of brutal
violence, deadly rivalry, and the corruption
of innocence. But when Wagner began the
40-issue run of Grendel with the 12-part
Devil’s Legacy storyline, he took the
unexpected step not just of stepping back
from the art, bringing in the angular,
kinetic beauty of the Pander Brothers, but
of propelling the story and the identity of
Grendel forward. Hunter Rose was gone
and his posthumous biographer, Christine
Spar, was the next to assume the identity.
Driven first by desperation, then by
vengeance and anger, Spar’s world is torn
apart by the spirit of Grendel in a story that
builds and builds until its epic yet
inevitable conclusion, leading to a career’s
worth of Grendel tales from Wagner.
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Detective Comics 569-574

In Pictopia

Written by Mike W. Barr, drawn by
Alan Davis, inks by Paul Neary.
Additional art in issue 572; Eufronio
Reyes Cruz, Terry Beatty, Carmine
Infantino, Dick Giordano, Al Vey.
Publisher - DC Comics

By Alan Moore, art by Don Simpson,
with assists from Poplaski and
Mike Kazaleh.
Published in Anything Goes #2
Publisher - Fantagraphics Books (USA)

For five glorious issues of Detective
Comics beginning in 1986, Barr and Davis
created something quite extraordinary with
the Dark Knight detective. They managed
to make Batman FUN in a time when
comics in general, and Batman in particular,
were anything but. The run might have
been short and sweet but those few issues
were just the perfect examples of bright,
colourful, fabulous superhero comics pure, unadulterated fun.
Barr and Davis found the perfect tone
and style to bring the best from themselves
and from Batman. It was playful, it was
high-camp, Barr's dense storytelling given
space and lightness through Davis’ artwork
- this is a technicolour Batman, with all
concerned delighting in bringing the fun
back to this not so dark Knight. The
adventures may have featured a classic set of
Bat-villains; Joker, Scarecrow, Mad Hatter,
Catwoman, but each has that same sense of
the silly and madcap. Barr and Davis’ run
actually finished with issue #575, but that
was the first of a poorly judged Year Two
tale that that was Davis' last Batman for
quite some time and one we’ll ignore in
favour of five shining examples of a Batman
where the creative team understood all the
fun, pop possibilities of Batman and
delivered a set of near perfect stories.

Anything Goes was a special series
published by Fantagraphics back in 1986.
It was a 6-issue benefit book for the
publishers to pay the legal bills in a $2
million lawsuit brought by writer
Michael Fleisher against The Comics
Journal, Gary Groth and Harlan Ellison.
Groth had asked Moore for help and
he promised two 4-page shorts. Instead,
he came up with the 8-page 'In Fictopia',
something Groth has described as "a
solemn and soulful lament about the
decline of comics and the most poetic
and eloquent statements I've ever read."
Yep, what Gary said. It's one of
Moore's best, worked up into 13 pages
by artist Don Simpson, who altered the
title to 'In Pictopia'. It’s a fabulous
example of how to do so much in so little
space and time. A fully formed world is
created and then, as was Moore’s want,
deconstructed. In it, Moore tells the tale
of Nocturno the Necromancer, living in a
world of comic and cartoon characters.
There are the old-timers living as best
they can, fallen on hard times, making
their lives in the b&w slums. And then
there’s the new superheroes, bold and
bright, grim and gritty, moving in and
taking over. It’s brutal and it’s nasty, it’s
prophetic, and it’s sentimental… but
more than anything else it’s fabulous.
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Judge Dredd: Letter From A
Democrat: The Martyrdom of
Hester Hyman
By John Wagner, Alan Grant,
art by John Higgins.
Published in 2000 AD #460
Publisher - IPC Magazines (UK)
Told as a letter from a wife to her
husband to explain why she died for the
cause of democracy, this 7-page story is
one of the most important of all Judge
Dredd tales. It's also the story Alan Grant
lists as his favourite Dredd.
Letter From A Democrat is the
moment Dredd's world got a little more
complex, where the politics of Mega-City
One and the Justice Department, mostly
ignored until now, became a major story
point in themselves. Wagner and Grant
gave Judge Dredd the scope to continue,
to ask serious questions, and to question
the very nature of the character and what
he believes. From the moment Dredd
utters the fateful words, "Democracy's
not for the people," Wagner was on the
path that would lead him, inexorably, to
America, the greatest of all Dredd tales.
But here's where everything changed,
here's where the genesis of Dredd as we
know him today began.

Lady Chatterley's Lover

Lloyd Llewellyn

Oink!

Hunt Emerson, DH Lawrence
Publisher - Knockabout (UK)

By Daniel Clowes
Publisher - Fantagraphics Books (USA)

Anthology
Publisher – Fleetway (UK)

One of Britain’s greatest
cartoonists takes on one of Britain's
most notorious works of literature
and gives us a good laugh at
Lawrence’s expense. It's love and life
in 1920s England, with Hunt
Emerson putting his own, totally
unique, take on the first novel
charged under the Obscene
Publications Act.
It all came out of Emerson and his
publisher Knockabout looking to
celebrate yet another win of yet
another expensive censorship
prosecution. It so happened that
Lady Chatterley's Lover, the original
pointless obscenity prosecution, was
out of copyright and, delighting in
the irony, figured it was ripe for a
ridiculous, uproarious, and bawdy
retelling. So they did. And what a
success it proved to be, with
Emerson's energy and irreverence,
not to mention his insanely good
cartooning skills, transforming the
terminally dry work into something
wonderfully fresh, fruity, and
fabulous.

Dan Clowes first comic series, six
issues and one special's worth, might
seem a far cry from the works he'd later
find fame with - Eightball, Ghost
World, David Boring et al., but all the
skill is there, just lacking some of the
polish of later works. And there's
plenty to enjoy in the cool and kitsch
world of Lloyd Llewellyn, hipster
private detective who patrols the
streets of this bizarro '60s American
city. Deliberately over the top, full of
the strange and bizarre, the weird and
the wonderful, it's Martians, Murder,
and Wild, Wild Women! Aplenty in
the earliest work of a modern comics
master.

Oink! was a strange but wonderful
beast, often simply referred to as Viz for
kids, but it was a lot more than that, a
lot cleverer, a lot more fun, full of
anarchy and chaos but also full of some
really well-crafted comic strips,
parodies, satirical news pieces, and a
recurring theme of pig caricatures Ham Dare, Pig of the Future!, that sort
of thing. A better way to think of it
would be somewhere on the spectrum
of Mad Magazine, classic Brit kids
comics such as Wham! or Smash! Along
with something of the kids TV anarchy
of Tiswas.
Only published for two years, helmed
by Patrick Gallagher, Mark Rodgers,
and the great cartoonist Tony Husband,
it burned short but bright in the UK.
Editor Uncle Pigg would constantly bait
conservative critic Mary Lighthouse
(obviously the late Mary Whitehouse)
in the editorial strip by Ian Jackson.
Other regular contributors and strips
included Harry the Head by Marc Riley
(future BBC Radio DJ), Tom Thug &
Pete and his Pimple by Lew Stringer,
Psycho Gran by David Leach, and
Weedy Willy by Mike Green. Oink also
feature a still at school Charlie Brooker
of Black Mirror fame.
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Yummy Fur

Wonder Woman:
The Legend of Wonder Woman

Tales of the Green Lantern Corp
Annual #2 - Tygers

By Chester Brown
Vortex Comics (Canada - 1986-1991),
Drawn & Quarterly
(Canada - 1991-1994)

By Kurt Busiek and Trina Robbins
Publisher - DC Comics (USA)

By Alan Moore and Kevin O'Neill
Publisher - DC Comics (USA)

Strange, surreal, absolutely
inventive, and part of an early wave of
alternative comics, Chester Brown
had been making Yummy Fur as a
mini-comic since 1983, but the Vortex
issues finally brought this wonderful
bit of weird to a wider audience. The
range and content of Brown's comics
in Yummy Fur were strange to say the
least, most notably in Ed the Happy
Clown's most surreal moment of
having the head of President Reagan
attached to his penis (yep, seriously).
Then there were some very different
Gospel adaptations complete with
swearing and a balding, angry Jesus.
In later issues, Brown's earliest
autobiographical works began,
including his teen obsession with
Playboy magazine in The Playboy. But
through it all, Brown’s storytelling
invention kept you fascinated and
kept you reading.

Sadly, this delightful series pretty was
much written out of history and difficult
to get hold of - until an aptly entitled
collection, Wonder Woman: Forgotten
Legends, came out in 2018. It sneaked
out just as Wonder Woman was written
out of continuity post Crisis on Infinite
Earths before she’d return with the 1987
George Perez reboot. But it’s well worth
checking out as a fine example of a
Wonder Woman that’s wonderfully done,
capturing the essence of the original
almost perfectly. It’s not, as so many
sources will tell you, the first time WW
had been drawn by a woman – that was
Ramona Fradon with 1970's Super
Friends, but the Busiek/Robbins Legend
of Wonder Woman 4-issue series is still
an important and memorable series, one
that gets the tone just right, giving us one
of the purest distillations of William
Marston and Harry G. Peter’s creation in
the modern era.

Yes, another DC Comic and yes,
another Alan Moore story. But this one's
a doozy. In amongst an annual’s worth of
run of the mill tales, you come across
Tygers by Moore and the magnificent
genius that is Kevin O'Neill. As the story
goes, the Comics Code Authority
rejected this particular storyline,
objecting to O'Neill's art. When DC asks
what part of the art they’re objecting to,
the CCA tells them that there’s nothing
specific, they just find O'Neill's entire
style on show here that's objectionable.
Which was, I'm sure, something of a
badge of honour for O'Neill.
Anyway, fortunately for us DC
ignored the CCA and published GLC
Annual #2 without the stupid seal on the
cover. I say fortunately because what
you get is a classic of nasty superhero
tale-telling from Moore, all full of
beautiful alien grotesques from O'Neill,
as we’re told the sorry tale of the
downfall of Green Lantern Abin Sur, the
alien who fell to Earth and whose death
opened the field up for a certain Hal
Jordan. It’s quite obvious on every single
page that both extraordinary gentlemen
are absolutely delighting in severely
screwing poor old Abin Sur.
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The Shadow: Blood &
Judgment

Puma Blues

By Howard Chaykin
Publisher - DC Comics

By Stephen Murphy and Michael Zulli
Aardvark One International (Canada)

The Shadow is back - God help the
guilty!
Chaykin's 4-part Blood &
Judgment saw the return of a classic,
delivered in Chaykin's signature style
yet managing to be sympathetic to
the pulp origins of the character.
After disappearing in 1949,
Chaykin's Shadow returned to the
80s, without ageing a day, to find that
his now elderly operatives are being
hunted down and killed, one by one.
Where has he been? How is he still so
young? And how terrified should the
men responsible for the deaths be?
Chaykin covers all of that and more
with the sort of dynamic and hardhitting style seen previously in his
American Flagg series. The action is
back, the violence is back, the
laughter in the dark is back. Who
knows what evil lurks in the hearts of
men? The Shadow knows.

"Intelligent and urgent mythology for
the end of the millennium." — Neil
Gaiman
From 1986 to 1989, Murphy and Zulli
published 23 issues (and a 1/2th issue
mini comic), garnered tremendous
critical acclaim and then left their saga
unfinished thanks to the old creative
differences.
And what a saga it was, an
environmental sci-fi thing, drenched in
breathtaking wildlife art and a magical
and strange narrative sense. Initially
something of an eco-fable, telling of a
wildlife warden’s job in a post nuke
incident USA populated with incredible
new mutations, with the most visual of
the lot being the fabulous Manta Rays,
it transformed into something far more
experimental, magical, and
fascinatingly beautiful very quickly.
Later on in the series, Murphy’s loose
narrative breaks down further until it
becomes something of a mood poem,
an environmental meander where

Zulli’s art increasingly dominates. It’s a
weird series, it’s a strange series, it’s a
difficult read, but it's worth every bit of
effort you put in, a majestic,
magnificent thing, complete with the
first flowerings of an truly original
artist.
Amazingly, in 2015, Dover
Publications published the complete
Puma Blues, including a new 40-page
ending from Murphy and Zulli. Finally,
Puma Blues can take its rightful place
amongst the greatest comic works of
the 80s.
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FACTS

COMIC FACTS
Batman
400 is
released

DC World’s Finest
Comics ends with
issue 323

Goodbye to DC
Wonder Woman with
issue 329
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Marvel cancels
Epic Illustrated

Metalzoic by
Pat Mills and
Kevin O’Neill
is published by
DC Comics

Green Lantern
is changed to
Green Lantern
Corps by DC

1986

interesting facts
about the comics and
characters of 1986

Batman Dark Knight, Watchman,
Maus, Man of Steel and DareDevil
Born Again story all released

Mar vel
r
a
t
S
s
l
e
c
n
ca
Wars with
Issue 107

Dark Ho
r se
Comics i
s
launched

Whatever Happened
To The Man of
Tomorrow by Alan
Moore, Curt Swan,
George Perez and
Kurt Schaffenberger
is published in
Superman 423 and
Action 583

Bruce Banner
marries Betty Ross
in The Incredible
Hulk 319

Legends, a DC
crossover story, is
launched across 6 issues
and other DC titles
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COMIC SCENE
1986
Year by Year guide of
the History of Comics
This book takes a
closer look at 1986

£14.99
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